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Abstract
The United States capital, Washington, D.C., became the focus of antislavery advocates
in their quest to eliminate the domestic slave trade and slavery. By the War of 1812, the domestic
slave trade was thriving in the capital. However, many saw it as particularly embarrassing to a
nation predicated on the concept of freedom. This embarrassment was even felt by proslavery
Southerners. Beginning in 1816, an attempt to restrict the trade in the Capital occurred when
Virginia Congressman John Randolph called for the destruction of the domestic slave trade there.
Despite being proslavery, he argued that the federal government, as the governing body of the
District of Columbia, had the right to regulate slavery within it. This opened an opportunity for
antislavery advocates to target the nation’s capital in their pursuit of eliminating the domestic
slave trade and bring about an end to slavery. Between 1822 and 1829 antislavery advocates
petitioned Congress numerous times to end the domestic slave trade and slavery in the capital.
They also recruited antislavery allies within Congress to advocate their petitions. The nation’s
newspapers covered these attempts and antislavery advocates found them essential in
disseminating their message. These attacks on slavery in the capital forced proslavery
Southerners in Congress to block efforts at ending the domestic slave trade and slavery in the
capital out of fear that they could open the door to ending slavery in the South. Furthermore, they
began to develop a positive good argument for slavery as a way to protect the institution from
rising antislavery sentiment. These efforts did not succeed in ending either the domestic slave
trade or slavery during the 1820s, but it helped to turn antislavery sentiment into a movement.
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Introduction
In 1833, abolitionist Lydia Maria Child wrote in her tract, An Appeal in Favor of That
Class of Americans Called African, “a very extensive internal slave trade is carried on in this
country … whole coffles of them, chained and manacled, are driven through our Capital on their
way to auction. Foreigners, particularly those who come here with enthusiastic ideas of
American freedom, are amazed and disgusted at the sight.” Consequently, she added, “the
disgrace of such scenes in the capital of our republic cannot be otherwise than painful to every
patriotic mind.”1 Slavery in the nation’s capital was abhorrent to many Americans and it became
the key target for antislavery advocates who wanted to destroy the institution. The effort to bring
about an end to slavery and the domestic slave trade in the District of Columbia began long
before Child picked up her pen to condemn this practice. This thesis illuminates the efforts by
antislavery advocates to push Congress to abolish slavery and the domestic slave trade in the
United States capital between 1816 and 1829.
Antislavery sentiment already existed prior to the founding of the United States of
America. In the early years of the nation, antislavery advocates began to turn that sentiment into
what historian James Oakes has recently termed: “The Antislavery Project.” 2 As he argued, this
project was a multi-pronged effort to rid the nation of slavery, with one piece being the gradual
abolition of slavery and the domestic slave trade in Washington, D.C. 3 However, this project was
not something that was formed easily as the movement was decentralized with numerous
antislavery societies located throughout the nation. Antislavery sentiment also had roots that
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Lydia Maria Child, An Appeal in Favor of That Class of Americans Called Africans (Boston: Allen and Ticknor,
1833): 30, 33.
2
James Oakes, The Crooked Path to Abolition: Abraham Lincoln and the Antislavery Constitution (New York:
W.W. Norton & Company, 2021): 54-98.
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Oakes, The Crooked Path, 65-72.
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stretched across the nation. At this time, antislavery societies existed within slaveholding states
thus showing that antislavery and proslavery forces had not yet become bitter antagonists. This
allowed for an opportunity for cooperation on eliminating the domestic slave trade and possibly
bringing about a gradual end to slavery in the capital.
In this thesis I have used the term antislavery advocate to describe people who were
against slavery. I have refrained from using the word abolitionist as this term has become linked
to the post-1830 movement led by William Lloyd Garrison. The antislavery advocates of this
earlier period were different from Garrisonian abolitionists. Antislavery advocates of the 1820s
and earlier tended to be supporters of gradual abolition, not the immediate abolition of slavery
associated with Garrison. They were also often members of the American Colonization Society,
and many believed that newly freed African Americans should be deported in order to sustain a
predominantly white society. I have also used the term antislavery ally to define anyone who
served within Congress and had antislavery sentiment. This is best exemplified by Congressman
Charles Miner of Pennsylvania who was an antislavery advocate but was also a member of
Congress who supported the burgeoning antislavery movement from within that body.
Antislavery advocates targeted the capital because it was unique: the U.S. Constitution
granted Congress sole control over its governance. In the District of Columbia, Congress
determined property rights, especially the right to own slaves, which normally would have been a
right reserved to the states.4 In this case and in the case of federal territories, there was a loophole
as to who governed those spaces. The existence of slavery in the territories had already been
debated with the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 which prohibited slavery northwest of the Ohio

4
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River, while allowing it to thrive below. 5 In 1819 and 1820, the question was raised again with
the admission of Missouri, which was mostly north of the Ohio River. 6 The District of Columbia,
like territories, fell under the jurisdiction of the federal government. This gave the federal
government the right to interfere with slavery within it.
This unique status pushed antislavery advocates to look toward the nation’s capital to
begin their reform. They first set their eyes upon eliminating the domestic slave trade. The trade
was an easy target because it was carried out in public and often seen as embarrassing to a nation
founded on the concepts of liberty and freedom. It was also a way for antislavery advocates to
gain consensus from southerners who were uncomfortable with the trade. The gradual abolition
of slavery as an institution, however, was a much harder debate to have since slaveholders were
disinclined to let go of their peculiar institution. They also often saw abolition of slavery
anywhere as having a potential domino effect that could harm the institution in the South.
In order to understand the development of the antislavery movement, this thesis has been
divided into three different chapters. The first chapter examines slavery within the nation’s
capital. The capital’s government adopted the laws of Maryland and Virginia and created its own
policing regulations to monitor the activities of black people, whether enslaved or free, living in
or brought into the city. The fact that Congress and the city’s council passed these laws led to a
gradual rise in appeals to end the domestic slave trade and slavery in the capital. In 1816, this
issue appeared before Congress when slaveholding Congressman John Randolph of Roanoke
called for the abolition of the domestic slave trade in the capital. In this case, Randolph, a
Virginian, was proslavery, but found that the trade was embarrassing enough to call for its end
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within the capital. His effort opened an opportunity for antislavery advocates to force Congress
to consider ending the domestic slave trade in the Capital.
This thesis then moves on to show the first attempts by antislavery advocates to bring
about an end to the domestic slave trade and slavery in the District of Columbia. The focus turns
to the first efforts at petitioning with four petitions sent to Congress during the 1820s. The first,
in 1822, came from the Manumission Society of Tennessee. In 1824, the Pennsylvania Abolition
Society sent two petitions, one to the U.S. House of Representatives and the other to the U.S.
Senate. In 1827, the residents of Maryland sent a fourth petition that resulted in a brief but
tumultuous debate because antislavery advocates demanded that the petition be printed in the
proceedings and debates of Congress. These efforts showed the building of a movement as
antislavery advocates decided that petitioning was the most viable option to bring about the
change they were seeking.
The second chapter focuses on the case of a free African American man from New York
named Gilbert Horton. In December of 1826, Horton was detained in Washington, D.C. after
being accused of being a runaway slave and almost sold into slavery for jail fees. Antislavery
New York residents sent a petition to Congress that demanded his release, the granting of
protection for citizens of one state traveling to another, as guaranteed by Article 4, Section 2 of
the U.S. Constitution, and the abolition of slavery in the nation’s capital. The result was a
resolution and two days of debate that initially ignored the call for abolition of slavery. However,
the question resurfaced when antislavery ally Congressman Charles Miner of Pennsylvania
attempted to amend the resolutions offered. Horton’s detention and the ensuing discussion also
contributed to the nascent development of a stronger antislavery movement focused on the
capital.

4

The final chapter examines another debate that occurred in the U.S. House of
Representatives over the period of four days in January of 1829. This resulted from a petition
from residents of Washington, D.C. calling for the end of slavery and the domestic slave trade
that was taken up and advocated by antislavery congressional ally Charles Miner. This debate
showed the further fissures between antislavery advocates and proslavery voices when
Congressman John C. Weems of Virginia led a passionate defense of slavery. This effort
exhibited how both tools, petitioning and the support of an antislavery ally, forced Congress to
consider the antislavery project. This was the most successful effort even though it did not
eliminate slavery or the domestic slave trade because it received abundant coverage from the
press and gave hope to antislavery advocates for the future.
The study of the abolition movement has received plenty of attention from historians. 7
However, much of the focus has been on the post-1830 movement, with earlier efforts receiving
less attention. This has been shown by how historians have defined this early period with both
Alice Dana Adams in the early twentieth century and Manisha Sinha more recently calling it “the
neglected period.”8 The events under examination have certainly not escaped historical inquiry,
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though. John Randolph’s actions in 1816 have been studied by historians of the domestic slave
trade and by Randolph’s biographers. 9 Historians have wholly neglected the petitions in 1822
and 1824, but the effort in 1827 received a few lines in Mary Tremain’s 1892 study of slavery in
the capital.10 Gilbert Horton’s case has received some notice from historians dating back to the
nineteenth century.11 Most recently, two scholars, Martha S. Jones, and Kate Masur, have
dedicated significant attention in their respective studies to this case. 12 Many scholars have
similarly covered Charles Miner’s 1829 resolution through three avenues: the abolition
movement, the history of the domestic slave trade, and the history of Washington, D.C. 13
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In the case of Gilbert Horton, both Jones and Masur have focused heavily on the question
of citizenship rights for African Americans. This thesis focuses more on how antislavery
advocates used Horton’s case as a basis for furthering the broader cause of abolition of slavery in
D.C. Also, some scholars have, I believe, focused too much on contrasting these moments. This
is exemplified by Michael Tadman, who asserted that Miner’s effort against the domestic slave
trade “made a more subdued exposure” than that of Randolph in 1816. 14 This comparison fails to
distinguish between these two men’s efforts to expose and attempt to abolish the domestic slave
trade occurring in the capital or grasp their importance. This thesis and the congressional debates
it describes and analyzes offers a way to see the transition from antislavery sentiment to an
antislavery movement. I highlight how complicated this period was by showing initial
cooperation between slaveholders and antislavery advocates and how that alliance fell apart over
concerns that the federal government could harm the institution of slavery. This thesis further
shows the establishment of a workable program using the tactics of petitioning and antislavery
advocacy in Congress in the attempt to achieve the abolition of the domestic slave trade and
slavery in the capital. Thus, I display that the abolition movement was conceived long before
William Lloyd Garrison led it and furthermore I demonstrate exactly how antislavery advocates
created the antislavery movement.
This study uses both primary sources and secondary sources to understand the
development of the movement to abolish slavery and the domestic slave trade in the capital. The
majority of this thesis relies upon federal documents, including the Constitution and the
proceedings of Congress shown through both the Annals of Congress and the Register of
Debates. In order to understand the impact of these debates on the public and how the antislavery
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Tadman, Speculators and Slaves, 46-47.
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movement delivered its message, I have consulted numerous newspapers. These newspapers
include local state papers, abolitionist papers including The Genius of Universal Emancipation,
and the only African American newspaper of the time, Freedom’s Journal. These show how
antislavery advocates were able to get their message out to the public. In order to grasp the laws
of the District of Columbia, this thesis examines the Act of Incorporation and city council
meeting minutes where legislation was developed to regulate slavery. Furthermore, an
understanding of the inner workings of the abolitionist movement is seen through the rules and
regulations that governed three key societies: the Manumission Society of Tennessee, the
Pennsylvania Abolition Society, and the New York Manumission Society. Beyond these
individual organizations, the minutes collected from the numerous meetings of the only national
antislavery body of the period, the American Convention for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery
and Improving the Condition of the African Race, elucidates how antislavery advocates
developed the movement and the tools they used to bring about, or at least move forward, their
ultimate goals.
The congressional discussions between 1816 and 1829, brought about by petitions and
the support of antislavery advocates and their allies in Congress, forced the federal government
to discuss the morality of slavery. Over this period, antislavery advocates worked to define their
goals. They focused their ire on the domestic slave trade occurring in the capital and raised the
option of gradually eliminating slavery in the District of Columbia. Examining this early period
of the antislavery project enhances our understanding of how antislavery advocates coordinated
their sentiment into a movement. This paper thus elucidates that effort and how proslavery forces
reacted to the potential threat to their peculiar institution from the federal government.

8

Chapter One
Slave Depot: The First Efforts Toward Destroying Slavery in the District of Columbia
On March 31, 1827, the antislavery newspaper The Genius of Universal Emancipation
declared that something had changed in the country: “the people are rousing from their lethargy;
and as their eyes are turned towards the horrible object, they must perceive its barbarous,
oppressive, and dangerous tendency. They will then arise in their right, and raze to the ground
the towering fabric of oppression and cruelty.” 15 The paper was referring to slavery and the
domestic slave trade. Washington, D.C. was not only the center of American government, but it
had slowly become a focal point of debate over the effort to abolish the nation’s peculiar
institution. Beginning in 1816, calls to abolish the domestic slave trade led to efforts to eradicate
slavery in the nation’s capital. By the 1820s, antislavery advocates used the strategy of
petitioning Congress to achieve this goal. Petitioning turned into a powerful tool that forced
members of Congress to take a stand on the issue.
The nation’s capital sat within territory belonging to the slave states of Virginia and
Maryland, which gave up the 10 square mile space to the capital in 1788 and 1789,
respectively.16 The capital city was moved from Philadelphia to “the rural wilderness” around the
Potomac River in 1800.17 Despite high hopes and plans that the capital would be grand many
considered the city unworthy for the seat of the national government since, “it was surrounded by
woods, its streets were muddy and filled with tree stumps, its landscape was swampy and
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mosquito infested, and its unfinished government buildings stood like Roman ruins in a deserted
ancient city.”18 Yet, the capital was there to stay and it would retain slavery.
As northern states took actions toward abolishing slavery, Maryland failed in an attempt
to end it in 1789, leaving slaves to seek alternative routes to gain their freedom. 19 One way they
did this was through individual manumissions by slave owners. 20 Initially the state placed fees on
the manumission of slaves, but eventually decided to relax them in favor of creating
apprenticeship programs. Although this worked at first, by 1815 the program began to
disappear.21 Besides manumission by a slaveholder, enslaved Marylanders could petition courts
showing wrongful treatment or breaking of a contract in order to gain freedom. 22 Through these
two methods, the free black population began to increase, especially during the economic decline
of the port city of Baltimore in 1815 and the Panic of 1819, which made slave owning less
profitable in the state. 23
Slavery had also been attacked in Virginia. Virginia similarly allowed for legal
manumission, although this practice remained controversial and barely survived a 1785 debate in
the state legislature.24 In 1796, Virginia jurist St. George Tucker wrote: A Dissertation on
Slavery with a Proposal for the Gradual Abolition of It, in the State of Virginia.25 His program
would manumit only females when they turned 28 and argued it would take about a hundred
years for slavery to end in the state. Despite this modest attempt at gradual abolition, “the House
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of Delegates abruptly and angrily rejected the plan.”26 However, his dissertation placed a target
on slavery in the state and on the slave trade. 27 Yet over time, just like with Maryland, the state’s
enslaved population decreased, and its free black population increased from 20,000 in 1800 to
30,000 in 1810.28
In order to control the growing black population, both the Maryland and Virginia
legislatures implemented regulations. Both states prohibited slaves from testifying in court
against whites, although these laws did allow blacks to testify against other African Americans. 29
Virginia, like many southern states, passed laws to regulate what free African Americans could
do, barring them from voting, serving on juries, or becoming members of local or state militias.
However, they were allowed to own guns if they received authorization from a court. 30 Maryland
also implemented similar laws and some were incredibly harsh: one law, first enacted in 1723
and later repealed in 1821, enforced the cutting of a slave’s hand in cases where they struck a
white male.31 Despite these harsh laws, other laws on the books protected both free and enslaved
African Americans. A 1796 Maryland law placed a fine of $800, on anyone attempting to sell a
free African American.32 This same law also prohibited slave sales, but this portion was mostly
ignored.33 As historian Mary Tremain has asserted, “both states provided punishment for the
selling of free persons into slavery, but it is questionable if such laws were enforced.” 34 They
also required slaves to carry passes when traveling and for free African Americans to carry
papers that proved their status because “it was natural then to suppose” that African Americans
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“without a pass or unable to show a certificate of freedom” were “absconding slave[s].” 35 When
they lacked passes, as a 1719 law in Maryland declared, police were able to arrest them. 36
Governing for the District of Columbia would fall under the control of Congress which adopted
laws from Maryland and Virginia in order regulate the African American population of the
capital.
How to govern the capital was decided in the Constitution by Article 1, Section 8, which
gave Congress sole authority over the governing of the District of Columbia. 37 At the time of
incorporation, however, Congress decided that it would be easier to adopt the laws already in
place in Maryland and Virginia. Thus, the Maryland laws would apply to the northern section of
the capital, known as Washington County, and the laws of Virginia would apply to the southern
section, known as Alexandria County.38 This was clearly done in a time saving maneuver which
kept Congress from having to rewrite all the statues for the city.
Congress also established a local government for the capital. On May 3, 1802, President
Thomas Jefferson signed an act of incorporation into law. 39 This act established the city’s
government which consisted of a mayor, appointed by the President, and a council consisting of
twelve members with seven in the lower chamber and five in the upper chamber. 40 This measure
gave the council the power to create new laws and regulations for the capital. It specifically
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empowered the council to pass such laws “to prevent and remove nuisances” which likely meant
beggars, but also possibly free or enslaved African Americans. 41 In order to deal with these
“nuisances” the city was charged with maintaining an “alms or poor-house of the county of
Washington.”42 The policing of the city would be overseen by “night watches, or patrols.” 43
After the Act of Incorporation, the city council continued to develop more ways to police the
black community of the city.
Over the next few years, the city council passed more acts to further the policing of the
Washington community. On September 20, 1803, the city approved “an act concerning
nuisances, and creating a superintendent of police.” 44 This officer was paid a base salary of $500
annually.45 Then on May 25, 1808, the city council passed “an act laying a tax on slaves the
property of non-residents,” likely applying to members of Congress who arrived with their
enslaved servants.46 The bill stipulated that all male children under 18 would cost $8 in annual
taxes, while adult males would cost $15. As for females, the price difference was noticeable,
with girls under 16 costing $4 in annual taxes and adult females taxed at $6 annually. This was
likely used as a disincentive to bring slaves into the capital. The law also punished tax dodging
with a fine of $20 for every missed tax. It also did not make any exceptions for length of service
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for an enslaved laborer.47 This was done likely to curtail the act of some slaveowners who would
only temporarily purchase servants or send their servants back home. Congress altered this bill,
however, on December 3, 1808, possibly due to complaints about the taxation on female slaves.
The new act reduced the taxes on them between the ages of fifteen and forty-five to just a single
dollar.48 Only a few days after this change the D.C. Council passed another bill, “to appoint two
officers of police, and for other purposes.” 49 This expanded the city’s police to include not just a
superintendent, but also two more officers who were charged with overseeing the two counties
that made up the capital: Washington and Alexandria. These officers were also compensated
nicely with an annual salary of $400. 50 Policing the cities inhabitants, especially enslaved and
free African Americans, became a necessity as the population boomed.
One of the most intriguing acts passed by the council was “an act granting certain fees to
the police constables in addition to their present compensation.” 51 Essentially this act financially
incentivized arrests. First, “for each person taken to the jail of Washington” an officer received
“fifty cents.”52 It also granted that “for each slave, publicly whipped by them, respectively, on
the order of the Mayor or other justice of the peace, for infractions of the law of this Corporation,
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fifty cents.”53 This certainly opened the door for abuse as police now had the opportunity to
make more money if they arrested more slaves. Police regulations, similar to those found in
Virginia and Maryland, also began to come out of the city council. One bill prohibited all
enslaved or free African Americans from gathering “in a disorderly or tumultuous manner.” 54 If
this occurred the punishment would include the public whipping of slaves and for free blacks it
would cost them a $20 fine or if they could not afford that they “shall be confined to labor for a
time not exceeding ninety days for each and every offence.” 55 Another law required that “all
vagrants, idle or disorderly persons … all suspicious persons who have no fixed place of
residence, or cannot give a good account of themselves … must indemnify the Corporation
against any charge for their support” and if they cannot do this “they shall be confined to labor
for a time not exceeding ninety days.”56 The city also implemented a curfew for all black
Washingtonians for 10pm from April to October and 9pm from October until April. 57 Thus, the
regulation of the black community of the city was a high priority for those governing the capital.
The Rise of the Domestic Slave Trade
Slavery in the nation became more permanent as technology, specifically Eli Whitney’s
Cotton Gin, allowed for the peculiar institution to become profitable. The year prior to the
invention of the Cotton Gin, which made the picking of cotton easier and faster, the nation
produced 13,000 bales of cotton, but by 1817 that had shot up to 461,000 bales. Historian
Michael Tadman has asserted that “the Whitney Gin did not, of course, increase the amount of
cotton that one person could raise,” but it created the demand for more slaves to pick cotton. 58
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This demand, however, came at the same time that the nation chose to end the international slave
trade. Article 1, Section 9 of the U.S. Constitution had stipulated that the international slave trade
“shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the Year one thousand eight hundred and
eight.”59 In 1807, slaveholding President Thomas Jefferson of Virginia reminded Congress that it
had a duty to end the importation of slaves. 60 Congress officially stopped the importation of
slaves on January 1, 1808. The vote in Congress to end the trade was nearly unanimous with the
House of Representatives voting 113-5 to end it. 61 With the international slave trade ended,
slaveowners developed a domestic slave trade to compensate for the demand for labor.
The domestic slave trade thrived in the nation’s capital. As early as 1812, contemporaries
were referring to the capital as a depot for slaves coming from and going to the Carolinas and
Georgia. 62 As historian Michael Tadman has asserted, “for nearly half a century the slave trade
in the District of Columbia, although far from being the largest, was the most notorious.” 63
However, the nation’s capital did not have a large slave population. According to census data, in
1800 the enslaved population consisted of just 3,244 people, out of a total of 14,093, with an
even smaller free African American population of 783 people. However, over time this grew.
The 1810 census showed the enslaved population had grown to 5,505 and by the 1820 census it
had increased up to 6,277.64 This, however, was a small population consisting mostly of house
servants, but it showed that the free and enslaved population was increasing incrementally. This
meant that, “large sales were hardly possible unless gangs were brought in from Maryland or
Virginia” and it was this that made the capital a slave depot. 65
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The issue, though, for slave traders was that a 1794 law prohibited both Virginia and
Maryland from bringing slaves into the District of Columbia for sale. This forced slave traders to
find a loophole and they did after the capital was incorporated, and Alexandria County permitted
slave sales in 1812. This allowed slave traders to house their slaves in taverns and jails in the
D.C. area, although, they had to confine their work to Alexandria County. 66 These traders placed
slaves in taverns and public jails instead of building places to house slaves for the trade because
at least initially the trade was too small to warrant spending money on separate facilities. 67 This
became a major sticking point for antislavery advocates who were enraged that the public jails in
the city were being used to carry on the nefarious trade. This only made the domestic slave trade
more loathsome, and it was likely why it became the recipient of most of the ire from antislavery
advocates. However, the first person to decry the domestic slave trade was not an antislavery
advocate but a particularly odd and irascible southerner.
The Domestic Slave Trade Under Attack
John Randolph did not fit the picture of the ideal antislavery advocate. He was a
cantankerous figure in Congress. He had suffered from birth with Klinefelter syndrome which
left him without facial hair, with a high-pitched voice and “sexually impotent.” 68 This made him,
“irritable and vicious, quick to anger, and usually spoiling for a fight.” 69 He also notoriously
brought his large dogs “into the House chamber, turning them loose to lope among the desks and
lounge in the aisles.”70 He continued this practice until the newly appointed Speaker of the
House, Henry Clay, had them removed permanently from the Congressional floor. 71 The two
66
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men remained bitter enemies resulting in a duel in which, neither was harmed, in 1826. 72 Thus,
Randolph was a figure who could provoke his colleagues ire on numerous topics.
Most importantly, he was a staunch proslavery southerner. He had even been one of the
few who voted against ending the United States participation in the international slave trade. 73
However, he found the domestic slave trade particularly hard to swallow. Essentially, he
believed that if he could eliminate the domestic slave trade occurring in the capital it would erase
the most egregious part of slavery. This contradicted his efforts on the international slave trade
where he wanted to limit federal controls over slavery, but he saw eliminating the domestic slave
trade in the capital as an opportunity to remove a blemish on the reputation of the young
republic.
However, why he chose to attack the domestic slave trade in 1816 may have had more to
do with the actions of a slave woman. In 1815, an enslaved woman named Anna jumped out of a
third story window at George Miller’s Tavern in the capital. 74 At the time George Miller’s tavern
“had gained a reputation as the most notorious slave depot in Washington.” 75 It was here that
Anna made the fateful decision to jump when her owner planned to sell her and two of her
children away from her husband and other children.76 Frightened by the prospect of being
separated from her loved ones, she saw no other way to thwart her sale, or as she reportedly put
it: “I did not want to go.”77 Miraculously, she survived the fall, although she was left severely
injured with a broken back and a shattered arm. 78 Her injuries saved her from being sold into
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slavery, but her children were snatched from her and sold south to Georgia. 79 This story may
have impelled Randolph to stand up against the domestic slave trade in the nation’s capital.
On March 1, 1816, Randolph stood up in the House of Representatives to give
“instructions” to the Committee of the District of Columbia.80 He began by mocking
Congressman Charles Goldsborough of Maryland, who had just sat down after submitting a
proposition about laying a cornerstone for the future Washington Monument. Essentially,
Randolph sneered that what he had to offer was “infinitely more important.” 81 He then coldly
stared at his colleagues and asserted that the issue he was raising should have been raised by
someone else. At this point he revealed that he was referring to the domestic slave trade being
carried on in the District of Columbia. With high toned morality, he declared it “a crying sin
before God and man; a practice which, he said, was not surpassed for abomination in any part of
the earth.”82 In his eyes, it was even more atrocious than the trade that was occurring on the coast
of Africa, referring to the still ongoing international slave trade. 83
After decrying the domestic slave trade, he assured his colleagues that he was not
denouncing slavery in general. He quickly reminded them that he had voted against the bill to
end the international slave trade because that bill “assured a prerogative to interfere in the right
of property between the masters and his slave.” 84 However, he argued that his defense of the
international slave trade did not apply to the far more repulsive domestic slave trade. To make
his point felt, he asserted that he was no antislavery advocate and that it was never his goal to
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“weaken the form of the contract between the owner and his slave.” 85 However, the point he
wanted to make was that, “it was not necessary to that exercise that this city should be made a
depot of slaves.”86
This led him into a harangue on the grievances he, and certainly the abolitionists he
despised, held against the domestic slave trade. First, he denounced the kidnapping of either
enslaved blacks from their rightful owners or free blacks. He then contended that the domestic
slave trade was far more egregious than the international slave trade. In his opinion, the
international slave trade was “taking those savages from their native wilds” and making them
into Christians, while the domestic slave trade was “tearing the civilized informed negro,
habituated to cultivated life, from his master, his friends, his wife, his children or his parents.” 87
That is what made the domestic slave trade so odious to him. He also stipulated that he had no
issue with African American slaves traveling through the city; his problem was that the city had
become a “depot” where slaves “were incarcerated and chained down, and thence driven in
fetters like beasts, to be paid for like cattle.”88 This was a grand fete of moralizing from a man
whose morality was questionable due to his support for the international slave trade and slavery
as an institution.
After haranguing his colleagues about the domestic slave trade, he then read his
resolution for the Committee on the District of Columbia, instructing them to look “into the
inhuman and illegal traffic carried on in the District, and to devise some speedy means to put a
stop to it.”89 At that moment, Congressman Henry St. George Tucker of Virginia, the Chairman
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of the Committee on the District of Columbia, interrupted Randolph to ask that his fellow
Virginian wait until the committee was examining the laws of D.C. to raise the issue. Randolph
shot back that he was disheartened by Tucker’s assertion and then loftily “offered himself to take
his share in the enterprise,” avowing that if Tucker’s committee would not examine this issue
than he would handle it himself.90 Randolph claimed this was a policing issue and that it really
should be examined by Tucker’s committee. What he was asking for was an investigation into
the slave trade occurring in the capital, proof that it existed, and then to “show the audacious
villainy of their proceedings.”91 Yet, he already had plenty of proof in hand that the slave trade
had infested the capital.
At this moment, Randolph held an advertisement from a slave sale that stipulated “no
objection to traders bidding” and reasoned that slave sale pricing clearly incentivized the trade. 92
This advertisement showed that slave traders were willing to take the best price they could get
from potential customers. From here he used a tactic that would become common in attempts to
destroy the domestic slave trade and slavery in the capital: the personal narratives of African
Americans caught up in the horrors of slavery. He told the story of an African American man
who put all his wages into securing the freedom of “his wife and child” only to die before he
could do so.93 The day after the man died his owner sold the man’s widow and children.
Randolph then turned to Tucker again to reiterate that if his committee did nothing about
this practice, he would investigate the issue himself. To further make his point that the trade was
a glaring problem, he recalled meeting a foreigner who embarrassed him when he uttered: “you
call this the land of liberty, and every day that passes things are done in it at which the
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despotisms of Europe would be horror stuck and disgusted.” 94 With this final line, Randolph took
his seat.
Randolph’s diatribe had finally come to an end, allowing for his colleagues to jump in
with their own opinions. First out of the gate was Congressman Robert Wright of Maryland who
assured everyone that the capital had laws that protected against the worst abuses of slaves, and
scoffed at the foreigner’s remarks on freedom in the United States, reminding his colleagues that
Europeans practiced far worse policies like impressment. Congressman Charles Goldsborough of
Maryland, not fazed by Randolph’s earlier snipe, showed his appreciation for this subject being
raised. He too felt embarrassed when he came across “those unhappy wretches marching in
droves through the street.”95 In his mind the law needed reform because, “when the evils were
seen to exist, and were not prevented, it was a proof that the laws were of no value, or were not
executed.”96 Congressman Joseph Hopkinson of Pennsylvania then inserted himself into the
discussion to say that Congress should take this issue up since everything else was “of inferior
consideration.”97 Like both Randolph and Goldsborough, he too felt that the nation should be
ashamed of the domestic slave trade occurring in the capital “under its [congress’s] very eye and
with its knowledge.”98 He then declared his willingness to cooperate in finding out the truths
behind the trade in the capital and “called for the creation of a select committee” to investigate
the issue.99 Realizing he may have acted too hastily before, Tucker piped up to say that he wasn’t
against the resolution and that Randolph had misunderstood his previous remark. To allow the
tension in the room to settle he seconded Hopkinson’s select committee proposal. 100
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Thus, a new resolution was offered based on what Randolph initially proposed: “That a
committee be appointed to inquire into the existence of an inhuman and illegal traffic in slaves
carried on in and through the District of Columbia, and to report whether any, and what,
measures are necessary for putting a stop to the same.” 101 The committee was then appointed
with Randolph as Chairman along with Hopkinson, Goldsborough, Congressman William
Mayrant of South Carolina and Congressman John Kerr of Virginia. 102 The committee got to
work and on March 4, 1816, Randolph appeared before the full House, where he “asked and
obtained authority to send for persons and papers relative to the inquiry.” 103 Finally, over a
month later, on April 30, 1816, he returned to the House floor, where he presented testimony
about the trade and gave some facts about what was occurring, but offered no official report. At
that point, “the documents containing the testimony were ordered to lie on the table” and thus
due to an unwillingness to deal with this issue Randolph’s effort to destroy the slave trade ended
on the last day of the congressional session. 104
Randolph Sparks a Movement
The nation’s newspapers quickly picked up on what was happening in Congress. By
March 4, 1816, the Alexandria Herald, based in nearby Alexandria, Virginia, noted that
Randolph had called for an investigation into the domestic slave trade and wanted the Committee
on the District of Columbia to take up the investigation, that Congressman Wright had objected
to the plan, that Goldsborough had supported it and that Hopkinson called for a select committee
that passed.105 Most newspapers, though, kept the issue short, as exemplified by the March 12 th
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edition of the Rhode Island American, which simply stated that “on motion of Mr. Randolph, a
committee was appointed to inquire into the existence of an inhuman and illegal traffick in slaves
carried on in the District of Columbia.”106 The story then disappeared until May 3rd when the
Alexandria Herald once again picked up the debate when it printed the outcome of Randolph’s
inquiry. On May 8th the Boston, Massachusetts Columbian Centinel only acknowledged that
“Mr. Randolph presented certain documents respecting the illegal traffic in slaves, in the District
of Columbia; which were ordered to lie on the table.” 107 The nation’s newspapers continued to
comment on Randolph’s effort until the end of May before the story disappeared.
Randolph’s effort shows that he was not an antislavery advocate but was willing to call
for the end of the domestic slave trade in the nation’s capital. He did this because, as historian
Robert H. Gudmestad has succinctly put it, “he sought to domesticate domestic slavery.” 108
However, the issue ended with the termination of that session of Congress. Historian Matthew
Mason has reasoned that he never brought up the issue again because “he apparently thought it
was enough to denounce the trade publicly and thus shore up the image of the paternalist
slaveholder.”109 However, it is also likely he was talked out of continuing his crusade, possibly
by Southern members of the select committee or other proslavery Congressmen, because it
would open the door to federal legislation outlawing slavery. Yet, he had helped the antislavery
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movement in its effort to bring about an end to the institution he held so dear. He had opened up
an option of federal action on slavery that abolitionists would take advantage of. If a states’
rights defender felt the federal government could take on the domestic slave trade occurring in
the capital, then abolitionists could do the same. Randolph believed that there were ways to
mitigate slavery while still protecting the institution.
In December of 1816 the American Colonization Society (ACS) was formed by Charles
Fenton Mercer in Washington, D.C.110 Their goal was colonizing or deporting free African
Americans out of the nation.111 The organization in some ways prodded slaveowners to manumit
their slaves and financed the exportation of newly freed blacks out of the nation. 112 As historian
James Brewer Stewart has described it, “the society attempted in this way to surmount the charge
that emancipation would saddle the nation with an intolerably large, unassimilable free black
population” and “it also suggested to southern whites, nervous about insurrection plots, that
means were available for reducing the non-slave Negro population in their neighborhoods.” 113
Randolph became a supporter of the organization.114 He had never believed that blacks and
whites could “occupy the same territory…” and was a strong proponent of diffusion, the
spreading of slavery out into more territory. 115 His support for colonization, though, like so many
others was “only as a means to protect slavery by deporting free blacks.” 116 Indeed, the amount
of support it received from southern slaveholders hampered the organization. Although, at first it
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was intrinsically tied to the antislavery movement, over time it became, as historian David Brion
Davis has called it, a “surrogate for antislavery.” 117
Also, coming out shortly after the founding of the ACS and Randolph’s attack on the
domestic slave trade was the first manifesto against the trade occurring in the capital written by
Jesse Torrey and titled: The Portraiture of Domestic Slavery in the United States.118 Torrey was a
physician from Pennsylvania.119 He decided to write his manifesto after a tour of the capital in
1815 left him disturbed by the trade. During his tour, he discovered and then put to paper how
the D.C. jails had become receptacles for slaves. 120 Torrey, similarly to Randolph, argued that
“several hundred people, including not legal slaves only but many kidnapped freemen, … are
annually collected at Washington (as if it were an emporium of slavery) for transportation to the
slave regions.”121 Torrey joined Randolph as a member and supporter of the American
Colonization Society.122 The nearly simultaneous attacks from Randolph and Torrey along with
the founding of the American Colonization Society helped the antislavery cause.
The Antislavery Project Begins
The first national organization, The American Convention for Promoting the Abolition of
Slavery and Improving the Condition of the African Race, to unite the antislavery movement was
formed in 1794.123 The convention consisted of members from mostly northern states along with
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some organizations in Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia. 124 During its first
meeting, they focused mainly on ending United States involvement in the international slave
trade.125 The organization was developed to bring about abolition, but it also attempted to figure
out the citizenship rights of African Americans. 126 Besides that, it tried to thwart the kidnapping
of free African Americans.127 Ultimately, the American Convention became what historian
Richard S. Newman has called “a clearinghouse for abolitionist tactics.” 128
Although, the American Convention served as the only national antislavery forum, its
loose organization consistently hindered its success.129 Much of this stemmed from a lack of
regular meetings. At first they held annual meetings, but they changed this to triennial meetings
from 1806 until 1815 before settling on biennial meetings after 1815. 130 Attendance at the
meetings was always low, with many societies choosing not to send delegates. Thus, in the end,
only the Pennsylvania Abolition Society and the New York Manumission Society sent a
consistent stream of delegates.131 Over the course of its entire existence, the organization only
met thirty-two times.132
It also perpetually struggled to gain traction in the south where attempts to advocate for
abolition often “fell on deaf ears.”133 In one particular case, a petition to the North Carolina
legislature resulted in nearly unanimous anger and vitriol being thrown back at the organization.
As historian Ira Berlin has reasoned, the issue may have come down to the fact that the South
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simply lacked antislavery leaders like there were in the North, where antislavery societies had
included such household names as Benjamin Franklin, John Jay and Alexander Hamilton. 134
This, however, did not preclude some societies from developing in the South. The American
Convention also did not define who could be a part of the movement, with no insistence that
cooperating local organizations insist that members be non-slaveholders. 135 Thus, despite all the
good the organization could bring to the ultimate goal of the extinction of the peculiar institution,
it never panned out due multiple factors that kept it bogged down.
The American Convention also worked hand-in-hand in some ways with the American
Colonization Society after its formation in 1816. The ACS was formed with the support of
powerful antislavery advocates and even slave owners like John Randolph and Henry Clay. 136
Although the American Convention members did attack the ACS at meetings in 1818 and 1821,
many convention members were also ACS members.137 As historian Robert Pierce Forbes has
succinctly stated, the ACS was truly “the only game in town – as is demonstrated by the fact that
nearly all of the future (white) leaders of all branches of the abolitionist cause came from the
colonizationist ranks.”138 Even as the antislavery movement was making progress toward its
abolition goals, at the 20th meeting of the American Convention, members called on the
organization to take up a “correspondence” with the ACS because they realized that they “have
some effect in drawing the attention of the people of the United States to the subject of
slavery.”139 The spark that helped the antislavery cause the most was a congressional debate over
the admission of the territory of Missouri.
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In 1820, Congressman James Tallmadge, Jr. of New York, a National Republican lawyer
from Poughkeepsie, stood up in the House of Representatives to stop the admission of Missouri
as a slave state. First, he demanded that no more slaves be brought into the state of Missouri and
that the state implement a gradual abolition program that would free enslaved people born after
admission by the age of twenty-five.140 Furthermore, he wanted an end to the introduction of
more slave states and asserted that Congress had sole authority to control federal territories. 141
His argument was validated by the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 which in Article VI prohibited
slavery northwest of the Ohio River.142 It seemed logical that the state would not allow slavery
since slaves only made up about sixteen percent of the population and totaled around ten
thousand.143 In the end a compromise was made, orchestrated by Congressman Henry Clay of
Kentucky, that allowed Missouri to enter the union as a slave state and declared that no other
slave state would be permitted above the southern border of Missouri. 144
This compromise stirred up bad blood between proslavery and antislavery advocates that
aligned geographically with the northern and southern states. As Forbes asserted, the Missouri
Compromise “left white emancipationists frustrated and demoralized, crushed blacks’ hopes for
peaceful change, and emboldened proslavery forces in Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio to attempt to
establish slavery in the nominally free states of the Old Northwest.” 145 Despite what Forbes has
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asserted, the compromise also lent credence to the antislavery movement since now they knew
that the federal government could limit slavery in places where it had direct control. A secondary
part of the compromise debates was that it added fuel to the fire by increasing the debate over the
meaning of Article 4, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution known as the privileges and immunities
clause. As historian Kate Masur has stated, over time the clause became “a conduit for elevating
demands for racial equality in civil rights from the state level, where they usually resided, into
the realm of Congress or the federal courts.” 146 This debate and the effort led four years before
by Randolph gave antislavery advocates a goal: the federally implemented abolition of slavery
and the domestic slave trade in the District of Columbia.
Antislavery advocates had already begun to circle around the concept of pushing the
federal government to abolish the slave trade and slavery in the nation’s capital. As early as the
15th annual session of the American Convention held in 1818, there was discussion of abolishing
slavery in the District of Columbia. During this meeting delegates from the Pennsylvania
Abolition Society called for a petition to abolish slavery in the capital. 147 Delegates from the
Delaware Abolition Society immediately supported their demand, declaring, “let the metropolis
of a free and enlightened people, and the district over which the representatives of that people
hold exclusive jurisdiction, no longer acknowledge, or legalize slavery.” 148 At this point, the
convention delegates formed a committee to examine the slave population in the capital. It
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eventually drew up a petition to bring about an end to slavery within it. 149 However, the petition
seems to have been an utter failure as it never made its way to Congress. A few years later on
November 28, 1821, the American Convention developed another memorial to “take into serious
consideration the situation of slavery in the District of Columbia; to devise a plan for its gradual,
but certain abolition…” but again this memorial never seemed to make its way to Congress. 150
Thus, it was forced upon individual organizations around the country to take a stand and the first
to do so was the Manumission Society of Tennessee.
Tennessee Takes the Lead
In the early part of the nineteenth century there were a number of small abolition
societies in the state of Tennessee, but they remained separate from one another. However, on
November 21, 1815, a group of antislavery advocates met at the Lick Creek Meeting House of
Friends in Greene County, Tennessee.151 This group gathered to form a state organization called
the Manumission Society of Tennessee. In their preamble they stipulated that this organization
would help “people of color” and “procure for that oppressed part of the community that
inestimable jewel, Freedom, the distinguishing glory of our country.” 152 The organization also
went a step further in declaring that freedom was every Americans, including blacks, “natural
birthright.”153 The ultimate goal of the organization was to bring about the gradual abolition of
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slavery in Tennessee and they would only support those politicians who agreed with them on that
issue.154
The leader of this organization was Charles Osborn.155 Osborn was a Quaker from North
Carolina who had moved to Tennessee.156 His support for abolition came from being an itinerant
preacher who had traveled throughout the South and was exposed to the horrors of slavery that
contradicted his faith. By 1815, he expanded his touring network to the North with an emphasis
on the western states and territories where he lectured about his antislavery convictions. 157 It was
during this tour that he chose to leave Tennessee and settle in October of 1816 in Mount
Pleasant, Ohio.158 It is likely he moved away from Tennessee as the state became more hostile to
antislavery rhetoric: abolition in the south was being pushed “into near-oblivion,” as Ira Berlin
has supposed.159 It was there that he began publishing an antislavery paper, The Philanthropist,
on August 29, 1817.160 In his paper he took two major stances. One was avowedly denouncing
colonization.161 He believed that program would only perpetuate slavery and mocked the
Christian moralizing that he saw from slaveholders like Randolph. 162 Secondly, he began to call
for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia. 163 The paper, however, lasted only a little
over a year when in October of 1818, Osborn sold it to fellow antislavery advocate Elisha Bates
and moved to a Quaker settlement in Indiana. 164 Despite his move, he remained an active voice
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in the antislavery cause until his death in 1850.165 The Manumission Society of Tennessee also
set its sights on achieving the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia.
On January 14, 1822, Congressman John Rhea of Tennessee presented a petition from the
seventh convention of the Manumission Society of Tennessee that called for a gradual abolition
of slavery in the capital. It also asked “that Congress will give every facility in their power to
effect a final abolition of the system of African slavery within the United States.” 166 After Rhea
read the petition the “memorial was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.” 167 At this point
the memorial disappears from the Annals of Congress, but the January 28, 1822, edition of the
Baltimore Patriot mentioned that on January 25th the Judiciary Committee had been relieved of
its duty in considering the petition sent from the Manumission Society of Tennessee. 168 Thus,
this attempt to end slavery in the District of Columbia had wholeheartedly failed. It did,
however, prove that petitioning Congress was a tool that antislavery advocates could use to
achieve their goals. However, it was another organization, the Pennsylvania Abolition Society,
that would take up the crusade where Tennessee had left off.
Pennsylvania Shows the Way
The call for the end of slavery in Pennsylvania can be traced back to the QuakerGermantown protest of 1688.169 However, it was not until 1775 that antislavery advocates took
the issue seriously when they organized The Pennsylvania Abolition Society, which was
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recognized at the time for its “distinctively conservative style of activism.” 170 Five years after the
founding of this organization, four years after the Declaration of Independence, Pennsylvania
became the first state to begin the process of ending slavery with gradual abolition in 1780. 171
The Pennsylvania Gradual Abolition Bill essentially freed children of slaves born after
the bill was signed into law, but only once they reached a certain age: thirty-one for males and
twenty-eight for females.172 The bill also created a registry to track all enslaved people in the
state. This registry forced slaveowners to submit the names of all their slaves to a local clerk
within a year of the law’s implementation.173 At the same time as abolition in the state,
legislators also banned the importation of slaves into Pennsylvania. 174 However, the state made
an exception for those slaveowners who brought slaves into the state, whom historian James
Oakes has referred to as “sojourning masters,” like members of the federal government when it
sat in Philadelphia.175 The legislature mandated that enslaved black Pennsylvanians, unlike in
Virginia and Maryland, had due process in courts, but that juries had to place a price tag on any
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slave they sentenced to death in order to compensate an owner. 176 The law also punished the
aiding of fugitive slaves.177 However, it did not go so far as to grant any sort of equality between
the races. It prohibited intermarriage between whites and blacks and allowed the removal of free
African Americans from the state if they became a burden to society. 178
Soon after gradual abolition passed in Pennsylvania, issues arose. One of the key
problems that the state immediately noticed was that slaveowners started selling their slaves out
of the state to bypass gradual uncompensated abolition. A petition to rectify this issue was sent to
the state legislature in 1788. The petition decried the rise of “man-stealers” who circumvented
the gradual abolition law.179 Also, sojourning masters came under attack for consistently
avoiding abolition.180
This petition led the state legislature to amend the abolition bill. First, legislators
mandated “a private examination” before any slave could be sold out of the state. 181 This left the
sale of slaves to the discretion of the examiner. The law also required parental consent to sell
slave children, but this was likely hard to enforce. 182 The amended bill then reminded
slaveholders that they had an obligation to register all slave children born after March 1, 1780. 183
It also prevented the building of ships in Pennsylvania that would carry on the international slave
trade and sanctioned the seizure of any and all vessels. As for punishment, the law placed a fifty
pound fine on any slaveholder who separated a family by more than ten miles. 184 Finally, to
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alleviate kidnapping issues, the state placed a fine of one hundred pounds and a prison sentence
of between six months to a year on anyone caught involved in this racket. 185
Despite the progress made by antislavery advocates in the state, the Pennsylvania
Abolition Society remained hindered through its first years and needed a complete reorganization
in 1784.186 The reorganization worked thanks to some legitimacy added with naming the revered
Benjamin Franklin the society’s first President. 187 However, as historian Arthur Zilversmit has
recognized, Franklin “was never active in the affairs of the Pennsylvania Society, but he lent the
abolitionists the great prestige of his name by agreeing to serve as president.” 188 Following its
reorganization the Pennsylvania Abolition Society officially became incorporated on April 23,
1787 in Philadelphia, less than a month before the constitutional convention began there. 189
It was at this time that the organization laid out its principles and how it would run its
operations. The preamble to the Pennsylvania Abolition Society’s constitution spelled out its
essential belief in equality between the races when it stated: “it having pleased the Creator of the
World, to make of one flesh all the children of men – it become them to consult and promote
each other’s happiness, as members of the same family, however diversified they may be, by
colour, situation, religion, or different states of society.” 190 Furthermore, the organization
inferred that everyone must “extend the blessings of freedom to every part of the human race,”
especially those “who, not withstanding are detained in bondage, by fraud or violence.” 191 The
organization’s rules included that every member had to pay ten shillings annually, but in
quarterly payments. Those who negligently did not pay their dues would be removed after two
185
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years of non-payment. Unlike, the American Convention, the PAS held regular meetings on
every first Monday of January, April, July and October. 192 The organization was strict on
admittance of slaveholders, stipulating that “no person holding a slave shall be admitted a
member of this society.”193 Yet the membership of the society was loose with no stipulation that
a member had to be a resident of the state as seen through the memberships of such figures as
John Jay of New York, Noah Webster of Massachusetts and even Europeans, including English
abolitionists Granville Sharp, Thomas Clarkson and William Pitt, and the Marquis de Lafayette
of France.194 The organization soon took up its role as a leading voice in the movement when it
sent a set of petitions to both the House of Representatives and the Senate calling for abolition of
slavery in the nation’s capital.
The Double Petition Campaign of 1824
On March 8, 1824, Congressman Samuel Breck of Pennsylvania introduced a petition in
the House of Representatives from the Pennsylvania Abolition Society, “praying Congress to
adopt measures for the total abolition of slavery within the District of Columbia.” 195 The House
then “referred” the petition to the Judiciary Committee. 196 Just like what had happened two years
before, on March 16, 1824, “the Committee on the Judiciary were discharged from the
consideration from the PAS petition for abolishing slavery in the District.” 197 Just a few days
after this Senator Walter Lowrie of Pennsylvania took up another petition, or quite possibly the
same petition, which he stated was presented by “W. Rawle, President of the Pennsylvania
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Society for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery.” 198 It called “for the total abolition of slavery
within the District of Columbia.”199 The memorial was then read to the entire Senate, but Senator
James Barbour of Virginia motioned for it to be laid upon the table and it was never looked at
again.200 This was a key moment where a proslavery advocate thwarted the antislavery cause.
The news of this attempt in the Senate traveled far when it appeared in the April 19 th edition of
the St. Louis Enquirer in its reprinting of the Annals of Congress.201
These two failed attempts to get anywhere on the question of abolishing slavery in the
District of Columbia only seemed to boost the American Convention’s delegates to continue
their advocacy. This hope was certainly, in part, thanks to the coverage given to these efforts by
the press. At their 19th meeting in 1825, members created a committee “to consider and report on
the best means to obtain the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia.” 202 However, it was
not until the 20th meeting of the American Convention that calls for the abolition of slavery in the
District of Columbia finally seemed to make a difference. At this meeting, one of the first pieces
of business brought before the delegates was a call for “a committee to be appointed to draft an
address to the legislatures of the non-slaveholding states, praying them to use their influence
with their Representatives in Congress, to promote the abolition of slavery in the District of
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Columbia.”203 Delegate Benjamin Lundy of Maryland took it upon himself to gather up these
petitions to be sent to the individual states.204 During this meeting another delegate, Joseph
Parker, was put in charge of a committee that put together a completely different petition calling
for abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia.205 After much back and forth, the convention
finally approved of a petition that they sent to Congress. 206
Much of the impetus to do something came from local abolition societies with a national
focus. During the 20th meeting of the American Convention, the New York Manumission Society
sent a letter to the convention calling for them to focus on the District of Columbia and this was
seconded by the Pennsylvania Abolition Society which stated, “we regret, sincerely, that slavery,
in the District of Columbia, still continues to disgrace our national code; but are not without
hope, that the noble efforts now making the benevolent and virtuous citizens of the District, for
its abolition, will be crowned with success.” 207 The only organization to declare any qualms
about the D.C. effort was the Alexandria, Virginia, organization which was housed within a slave
state. The organization stipulated that “the abolition of slavery in this District, is an object which
we have much at heart; but we believe it would not be expedient, at present, to ask the citizens of
the District to sign a petition … it would probably meet with great opposition.” 208 It was around
the same time of this meeting that citizens of Maryland sent another petition to the House. This
petition seemed the most promising to achieve the antislavery cause’s ultimate goal.
Maryland Steps into the Breach
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On February 12, 1827, Congressman John Barney of Maryland presented “a memorial of
sundry citizens of Baltimore, in the State of Maryland, praying that a law may be passed proving
that all children here after born of parents held to slavery within the District of Columbia, shall
be free at a certain age, and moved that it be printed.” 209 Immediately, Congressman George
McDuffie of South Carolina jumped to his feet. He emphatically disagreed with printing this
petition. He felt it should not be printed because it did not represent the wishes of the residents of
the District of Columbia.210 He then turned to his colleagues and railed against this effort,
exclaiming that that they should “not permit the people of other states to come here with
impertinent suggestions of what ought to be done in any particular case.” 211 Essentially, he
believed Maryland lacked the authority to demand laws be changed in the District of Columbia
and furthermore glared at his colleagues in bafflement when he asked what if Maryland sent a
petition to abolish slavery in Virginia, “would it not be outrageous and insulting?” 212 Finally, he
asserted, quite unconvincingly, that “if the people of the District of Columbia wish to abolish
slavery, and will present a petition to this House to that effect, no man in this House will be more
ready than I will to grant to the people any measure which they may deem necessary to free
themselves from this deplorable evil.” 213 McDuffie was essentially arguing that only residents of
the capital could call for the end of slavery within it and thus Maryland did not have a right to
interfere in the business of the District of Columbia.
As McDuffie took his seat, Congressman Daniel Cook of Illinois motioned to lay the
memorial upon the table, but the Speaker told the Illinoisan that he was out of order. At this point
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Congressman Alfred Powell of Virginia entered the discussion and sided with McDuffie, arguing
that the petition should not be printed. He further asserted that there was no time left in the
current congressional session for “any legislation to grow out of it” anyways, so why bother? 214
He perceived that if it was printed it would only “disseminate a partial and intemperate view of
the subject of slavery, a measure very likely to do harm, and from which no possible good could
arise.”215 At this point Barney reentered the debate to say that he presented the petition as part of
his congressional duty and that the petition was “couched in decorous and respectful
language.”216 He also disagreed with McDuffie, believing that Maryland did have a right to call
for gradual abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia because the capital was governed by
the federal government. However, he revealed that his advocacy would only go so far. Although
he “deplored [slavery] as an evil” he acknowledged that “a very large majority … deprecated the
agitation of this question as premature, impolitic, and injudicious, and not calculated to produce
any beneficial results to the present generation.”217 He reminded his colleagues that never before
had he gotten involved in any question regarding slavery. Although he believed the petition
should be printed, he was unwilling to put up a fight for his motion. 218
At this point his fellow Marylander, Congressman Clement Dorsey, stipulated he too felt
a duty to his constituents on this matter, but he could not support printing this petition. 219 He
surmised that this was about more than just slavery in the capital and feared that if slavery was
abolished there, it would cause a domino effect that would ripple through the south. 220
Essentially, he believed that any interference with slavery in any way could bring about the
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downfall of the entire institution. He also questioned why for the first time someone sought to
print a petition calling for abolition. Never before had there been such a request for any
antislavery petition, including those sent from the Pennsylvania Abolition Society and the
Manumission Society of Tennessee. He then turned to his colleagues in bafflement and
declaimed, “why was the present memorial to be distinguished by such an order respecting
it?”221 Furthermore, “if this petition was ordered to be printed, all the others should be printed
too.”222 Dorsey knew this petition would stir up bitter emotions still lingering from the Missouri
Compromise debates and so he wanted it squelched quickly.
The printing did not stand a chance with so many voices against it and the House voted
not to print it “by a large majority.”223 It was then ordered to lie on the table where it died. 224
Newspapers across the country covered the debate by reprinting the Register of Debates, with
one of the first papers out of the gate being the nearby proslavery Richmond Enquirer.225 The
debate also received extensive coverage in antislavery newspapers, with the entire debate being
printed in the March 3, 1827, edition of The Genius of Universal Emancipation.226 Also, at the
20th meeting of the American Convention, the Pennsylvania Abolition Society sent a letter that
stated how crestfallen the Maryland Anti-Slavery Society was over the failure of this petition. 227
Despite this letdown, it showed that antislavery advocates were beginning to strike a nerve. Their
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tactic of petitioning was working, but they had still not quite found the right antislavery
Congressional voice to carry their tactic through.
The American Convention Continues its Crusade
The next meeting of the American Convention was the 20 th adjourned meeting held in
Baltimore, Maryland on November 3, 1828. At this meeting, members continued to advocate for
the abolition of slavery in D.C., creating a committee championed by Benjamin Lundy. 228 This
committee produced a petition arguing that D.C. was “the property of the nation” and that the
assertion made by Congressman McDuffie about D.C. residents only having power to change the
laws in the capital was specious as they “are not represented in any legislative body.” 229 Lundy’s
committee also reminded fellow antislavery advocates that the question of ending slavery in nonstates had already been determined by the Missouri Compromise.230
The nation’s capital seemed to be perfectly suited to bring about the antislavery program
that antislavery advocates were developing. Washington, D.C. not only had an odious domestic
slave trade that even slaveholders like John Randolph were willing to criticize, but it also was
one of the few places where it could be argued that the federal government had the constitutional
right to end slavery alongside federal territories as seen through the Northwest Ordinance of
1787. Thus, by the 1820s the incipient antislavery movement coalesced around ending slavery in
the capital. The American Convention meetings fleshed out its tactic, petitioning, even though
the organization did not take the lead. Instead, the Manumission Society of Tennessee, the
Pennsylvania Abolition Society and antislavery advocates in Maryland sent four petitions to
228
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Congress. Each petition failed, but they also gained a little more traction for the antislavery
project. However, the movement still failed to find antislavery allies in Congress willing to
present and defend the petitions. This pushed antislavery advocates to find an antislavery
member of Congress willing to take on their crusade. By the time of the petition from Maryland
in 1828, the movement had seen some success in 1826 when Congress became embroiled in a
debate on slavery and the citizenship rights of free African Americans.
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Chapter Two
A National Firestorm: The Case of Gilbert Horton
In early August of 1826 John Owen, a paper mill owner, living in Groton Falls, New
York, received a package. Wrapped around the package was a newspaper. Owen examined the
newspaper and to his astonishment he read the following article:
Was committed to the jail of Washington County, District of Columbia, on the 22 nd
of July last, a runaway NEGRO MAN by the name of GILBERT HORTON. He is
five feet high, stout made, large full eyes, and a scar on his left arm near the elbow;
had on when committed a tarpaulin hat, linen shirt, blue cloth jacket and trousers,- says that he was born free in the state of New York near Peekskill. The owner or
owners of the above described negro man, if any, are requested to come and take
him away, or HE WILL BE SOLD for his jail fees and other expenses, as the law
directs.231
Having known Horton, a free African American man and neighbor, Owen was stunned by what
he read. With the newspaper in hand, he immediately rushed over to his neighbor, Judge William
Jay, son of founding father John Jay. 232 What Owen ultimately did, after the simple reading of a
newspaper, created a national stir, a firestorm in the halls of the House of Representatives and a
discussion about the efficacy of slavery in Washington, D.C.
Gilbert Horton’s arrest gave the burgeoning antislavery movement an opportunity to shed
light on the domestic slave trade in the nation’s capital. In the halls of Congress, they found one
ally, Congressman Aaron Ward of New York, who brought the subject before Congress, but was
unwilling to follow through with the program of taking direct action to destroy the peculiar
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institution in the capital. To the movement’s surprise, another ally, Congressman Charles Miner
of Pennsylvania, raised his voice against the domestic slave trade and slavery in the capital,
sparking an uproar amongst southern slaveholders who wanted to prevent that subject from
becoming a national issue. Before Horton’s case, southerners had been successful in stopping
petitions to end slavery and even when one of their own, John Randolph, decried the trade, they
were able to quiet him. Now, antislavery advocates found an opportunity through the terrible
experience of a free African American who wound up imprisoned in the nation’s capital.
Slavery and Freedom in New York
In New York, Gilbert Horton’s state of birth, the struggle to end slavery proved to be a
long journey. The state was home to the largest slave population above Maryland which made it
difficult to secure abolition.233 This meant that policing regulations were a necessity in the state.
As early as 1682, New York implemented regulations against the movement of slaves. 234 One
law that appeared in 1682 prohibited slaves from meeting in groups larger than four persons; this
was later reduced to three in 1702 and rewritten into the slave code in 1730. 235 The 1730 code,
like many found in the antebellum south, barred the sale of liquor to both African Americans and
Indigenous people with a forty shilling fine for offenders. 236 Punishments for slaves were meted
out both privately and publicly with one section of the slave code demanding that every county
in the state appoint a “county whipper” to deal out such punishments. 237 This meant, as historian
Edgar McManus has asserted, “in every instance, the protection and safety of the community had
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priority over the property rights of the masters.” 238 Lastly, the code barred slaves from testifying
in courts and from owning weapons. 239 Yet, these were just some of the laws implemented to
regulate the black population of New York. Around the state other laws included curfews like the
one found in New York City that barred all blacks from being outside once the sun set. 240 In
Horton’s native, Westchester County, laws further disallowed African Americans from hunting
and, similarly to the 1730 slave code, barred anyone from selling alcohol to blacks. 241
After the American Revolution, where freedom became a clarion call, attempts at the
eradication of slavery in New York began to take off with two early failed efforts in 1777 and
1785.242 In 1790 a state assemblyman, Matthew Clarkson, also a member of the New York
Manumission Society, tried again, but it was “swept away in a countervailing effort to tighten the
laws governing slavery.”243 In 1796 the state failed, once again, to pass emancipation after
lawmakers became entangled in a debate over compensation for owners. 244 Another debate was
cut short in 1798 when worries arose among legislators about “abolition’s financial and public
welfare implications.”245 Finally, one year later, on July 5, 1799, the state of New York passed a
gradual abolition bill.246
The New York Gradual Abolition law stipulated that “any child born of a slave within
this state after the fourth day of July next; shall be deemed and adjudged to be free.” 247 However,
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this did not mean slaves were freed immediately. In order to bypass concerns about
compensation, these children would have to reach a certain age – for males it was twenty-eight
and for females it was twenty-five – before they would gain their freedom. 248 The law also
established a registration for all slaves, similar to what neighboring Pennsylvania had
implemented years before, that a town’s clerk recorded. The bill did allow owners to go around
the gradual process by just manumitting their slaves, but this led often to owners just abandoning
black children who would then have to be left to the care of the state. The Gradual Abolition law
ensured that these children would be cared for, but only if their care did not exceed $3.50
annually.249 Soon questions arose about who would pay for the care of the children, which forced
the state to amend this law to place the burden on the state not individual counties. 250 Essentially,
as historian Arthur Zilversmit asserted, “the abandonment clause was, therefore, a disguised
scheme for compensated abolition,” because owners could rid themselves of children who would
become the state’s responsibility.251 One of the most vocal opponents of the abandonment clause
was New York politician DeWitt Clinton who believed, correctly, that the abandonment clause
would cost the state an excessive amount of money. 252
Following the passage of the gradual abolition law, the effort to bring about an end to
slavery in the state trudged slowly. Then in 1817, at the prodding of governor Daniel Tompkins,
who was about to assume the Vice Presidency, the state passed an accelerating law that
expedited abolition to be completed within a decade.253 The bill received strong support when it
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passed, indicating the measure of antislavery support in the state, with the state assembly voting
seventy-five to twenty-three in favor and the state senate voting more decisively twenty to three
to expedite abolition.254 After a decade had finally passed, on July 4, 1827 all slaves in the state
received their freedom and the peculiar institution died in New York. 255
Although it was legislators who prodded the state towards gradually ending slavery the
institution was already on the decline. The chaos of the Revolutionary War had been
instrumental in bringing about a waning in the slave population in the state and specifically in
Westchester County.256 In 1790, the black population of New York consisted of 21,193 enslaved
people and 4,682 free African Americans. 257 This small population size was combined with, as
historian Dwight Lowell Dumond has asserted, “private manumissions and an influx of free
Negroes from elsewhere” to bring about the destruction of slavery in the state. 258 Only months
after the gradual abolition bill passed, the 1800 census showed that the enslaved population had
fallen to 20,903 and the free population had skyrocketed to 10,417 people. 259 By 1810, this only
became more significant as the slave population dropped to 15,017 persons and the free
population shot up to 25,333 people. By 1820, over eighty percent of African Americans living
in Westchester County were free.260 Thus, gradual abolition was working and much of it was
thanks to the efforts of antislavery advocates.
Much of the effort to cause the downfall of slavery in the state was led by antislavery
advocates within and outside of politics. When the state failed to pass gradual abolition in 1785,
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antislavery advocates organized a state body, the New York Manumission Society, to achieve
their goal.261 As the society grew in size, they developed an official governing document, The
Act of Incorporation of the New York Manumission Society, which was accepted by members
on February 19, 1808.262 The society’s two main goals were to push for abolition of slavery in
the state and to “establish a free school in the city of New York.” 263 The organization also
focused on stopping the sale of slaves out of the state and rescuing free blacks from being
kidnapped into slavery.264 New York did have an anti-kidnapping law that punished anyone
caught with a $1,000 fine and up to fourteen years in prison, but whether it was stringently
enforced is debatable.265 The society was active with regular meetings held on the second
Tuesday of every January, April, July, and November.266 To make sure they remained financially
solvent, they set membership fees with new members paying $3 and returning members paying
$2 annually.267 Their most prized tactic to achieve desired results was boycotting pro-slavery
businesses and newspapers.268 The members of the organization were also intertwined with
religious principles, with many coming from the Quaker and Presbyterian denominations. 269 To
lend themselves legitimacy they elected John Jay as their first society president. 270
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Historian Edgar McManus has asserted that Jay was “perhaps the staunchest advocate of
antislavery in New York.”271 This was exemplified by his own words: at one point he “declared
that unless America was prepared to free the slaves ‘her own prayers to Heaven for liberty will
be impious.’”272 Despite this strong rhetoric, Jay was a slaveowner. Over his lifetime, he
purchased numerous slaves, but he believed that because he taught his slaves a trade, thus giving
them an education similar to an apprenticeship program, before freeing them, he was essentially
doing a great service.273 When he ascended to the governor’s seat of New York in 1795, his mere
presence in that office played an instrumental role in the final push for state legislators to accept
abolition.274
Gilbert Horton’s Life and Case
This was the state of society for African Americans, both enslaved and free, in New York
at the time that Gilbert Horton was born. Horton was likely born in 1800. 275 He was born
enslaved in Westchester County, New York and was likely the slave of local businessman States
Dyckman.276 Horton’s time under slavery was very short as his father, Peter, worked an entire
year to grant his son freedom when he was just five years old. 277 Peter Horton remained in the
Peekskill, New York area and eventually was able to buy land to build a home. 278 Despite
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gaining his freedom, Gilbert served as an apprentice or indentured servant until he reached his
mid-twenties. Once his contract ended, he left his native Westchester County and moved to New
York City, likely living in the Lower East Side.279 He eventually started working on ships and by
1826 he was serving on board the decommissioned USS Macedonian.280 At this time the
Macedonian was not being operated by the navy because it was in a state of decay caused by
years of battle scars and the poor quality of wood used to build the ship. The conditions on the
ship that Horton likely experienced were horrendous, with “humid, unventilated confines,” and a
“putrid, corroding matter [that] formed and spread through the ship.” 281 The USS Macedonian
eventually made its way to Norfolk, Virginia where it received some minor repairs. These repairs
were designed to allow the ship to make the June 1826 journey, under the U.S. Navy, to Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.282 Horton did not go on this journey, getting off at Norfolk.
Within a month of his departure from the USS Macedonian he had made his way to
Washington, D.C., where his life would be forever changed. 283 On July 22, 1826, a citizen and a
D.C. police officer detained Horton in Georgetown, and accused him of being a fugitive slave. 284
He carried with him no proof of his freedom, as required by the laws of the capital, and the
arresting officers ignored his denials of being a fugitive. 285 According to these officers he was
detained for wandering around the “wharves of Georgetown” and acting like “a strange
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negro.”286 This was a common practice in southern ports where African Americans were subject
to quarantines and extra surveillance when they arrived by ship.
The quarantining and extra surveillance in the south for ships arriving at ports began in
1822 when the state of South Carolina passed the Seamen Act. 287 The bill essentially imprisoned
all African American mariners who entered the harbor at Charleston until the ship they entered
on departed.288 This was done in direct reaction to the slave uprising led by black carpenter
Denmark Vesey.289 Vesey had initially arrived in Charleston in 1785 where he served as a hiredout slave until he bought his freedom in 1799. He then opened up his own carpentry business. 290
In 1822, he and many other African Americans in the Charleston area devised an insurrectionary
plot against the white slaveholding population, but it was thwarted by a slave who informed his
master.291 This led to a violent crackdown against the African American community in the
Charleston area, especially since slaveowners thought that the insurrection involved over a
hundred participants.292 As historian William Freehling has proclaimed, “in the wake of the
Vesey Conspiracy, the overriding objective of Charleston aristocrats was to seal off their slaves
from any contact with ‘incendiary ideals.’”293 This law was not above criticism, with some ship
captains filing writs of habeas corpus and the U.S. Attorney General, William Wirt, creating an
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exception to the rule for blacks employed on foreign vessels. 294 Ultimately, most slave states
implemented similar restrictions, except for, most notably, Virginia and Maryland. 295
After apprehending Horton, the officers brought him before a Justice of the Peace who
signed a warrant declaring him a fugitive slave. 296 Once under arrest he provided names of
notable white men who could vouch for his freedom in Peekskill, New York. 297 The D.C.
marshal, not believing his story, placed an advertisement, a common occurrence for fugitives, in
the National Intelligencer.298 The marshal’s description was typical of a runaway slave
advertisement, with detailed renderings of Horton’s physical appearance from his height to his
clothes, and even emphasizing a distinguishing scar.299 As Bayard Tuckerman has stressed, this
article “declared that a man who claimed to be and actually was a citizen of the State of New
York was held in jail without any charge and would be sold into lifelong slavery unless claimed
as a slave by an owner who did not exist.”300 This was clearly a wrongful imprisonment and it
would take the uproar of the white community of Westchester County to right this wrong.
Actions Taken to Free Horton
The case was first discovered back in New York by local businessman John Owen, who
recognized Horton’s name and description. He saw the National Intelligencer article because the
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New York Daily Advertiser reprinted it on August 15, 1826. Owen knew Horton was free
because his father had once held Horton’s indenture contract. 301 Owen immediately contacted his
neighbor and Judge William Jay, son of John Jay, to take action. 302 Jay had studied law at Yale
University, but because of incredibly poor eyesight he worked as a small-town lawyer. 303 Jay did
eventually work his way up to Westchester County judge in 1818. 304 By that time, like his father,
he was an antislavery advocate, although he remained opposed to any form of racial equality. 305
Jay organized a meeting of residents in Westchester County for August 30 th.306 During
this meeting the townsfolk argued that Horton was protected by Article 4, Section 2 of the U.S.
Constitution, which stipulated that “the citizens of each state shall be entitled to all privileges and
immunities of citizens in the several states.” 307 This issue, first brought up during the Missouri
Compromise debates, lent credence to the meeting’s argument. They then approved a resolution,
written by Jay, that declared their “proper abhorrence of cruelty and oppression” exemplified by
Horton’s arrest and referred to the law he was detained under as “repugnant to our republic
institutions, and revolting to justice and humanity.” 308 They also called for the abolition of
slavery in the District of Columbia.309 The committee ended its resolution by addressing New
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York Governor DeWitt Clinton “to demand from the proper authorities the instant liberation of
the said Horton as a free citizen of the State of New York.” 310
This letter propelled Clinton to action. He was already inclined to be outraged by
Horton’s arrest, as he had declared in 1819 his loathing of the practice of kidnapping. 311 Also,
many of his allies were antislavery, including the editor of the New York Commercial Advertiser
William Leete Stone.312 Clinton quickly composed a letter to President John Quincy Adams,
calling on him to free Horton.313 Adams was vacationing at his home in Quincy, Massachusetts,
which enabled the letter to arrive quicker than if it had to wind its way to Washington. 314 In the
letter Clinton stipulated that the law Horton was detained under “is at least void and
unconstitutional in its application to a citizen, and could never have been inferred to extend
further than fugitive slaves.”315 Upon receiving Clinton’s letter, Adams forwarded it to Secretary
of State Henry Clay, who could grant Horton’s release. 316 However, Clay was not in Washington
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at the time, so State Department Clerk Daniel Brent contacted the marshal. 317 By the time
Clinton’s letter arrived in Washington, D.C., Horton had already been released from jail. 318 He
was released after 26 days of confinement once officers received proof from Owen and another
white businessman, James Brown, that convinced them of Horton’s status as a free man. 319 Brent
then sent word back to Clinton and Jay that Horton had been freed. 320
Gilbert Horton was now free from potential enslavement. He was never charged with the
supposed jail fees that would have sent him into slavery. 321 The jail fees were originally a law on
the books in Maryland, but they were transferred to Washington County when the capital was
founded.322 Maryland eliminated the jail fees after antislavery advocate Elisha Tyson pressured
the legislature in 1817 to expunge them. 323 However, Horton’s freedom was short lived as he
found himself once again detained on October 21st for the same charge of acting suspiciously and
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not having proof of his freedom. This time he was released the same day. After his second arrest
he settled down in Washington, D.C. and at this point he disappears from the existing historical
record.324
Even though he vanishes from the story, his case lived on in the actions taken by his
advocate, William Jay. Jay was far from finished with his own crusade against the injustice of
Horton’s case despite his release. Jay drafted a memorial to Congress, based on the
recommendations of the Westchester County meeting, to complain about both Horton’s unlawful
imprisonment and slavery in the District of Columbia. In the memorial he reiterated the
Westchester County meeting’s thoughts on Article 4, Section 2 of the Constitution and included
the Declaration of Independence’s oft-quoted line that “all men are created equal.” 325 He then
sent the memorial to his representative for Westchester County. This memorial and the actions of
that congressman sparked a major debate in the U.S. House of Representatives. However, before
that debate occurred, the nation’s newspapers disseminated and discussed Horton’s story.
Horton’s Case in the Newspapers
The nation’s newspapers caught up on Horton’s story shortly after it began to unfold.
Many of the papers carried the original National Intelligencer article that gave the description of
Horton and called for his slaveholder to retrieve him. 326 The papers also carried notice of
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Horton’s release from prison, the exchange of letters between Clinton and Adams, and the
Westchester County meeting.327 The Vermont Gazette, however, went beyond these simple
iterations to reprint the letter from James Brown declaring Horton a free man. In the letter Brown
vouched for Horton’s freedom and declared that he “has a father living who is anxious to have
him released…”328 After Horton’s release, the Gazette praised Governor Clinton’s “promptness
and firmness” that leaves him “highly honourable … and gives him new claims to the confidence
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of his fellow citizens.”329 The Philadelphia Aurora showed how much the case had stirred the
American conscience by “plac[ing] in a striking light the tyranny frequently exercised over the
abused African race.”330 The newspapers also delved into the meaning of Article 4, Section 2 of
the U.S. Constitution, which the New York Commercial Advertiser deemed “high time to settle,”
while the Vermont Gazette warned southerners “to pause and reflect…” on this issue instead of
“persist[ing] in measures thus high-handed and tyrannical.” 331
Southern newspapers, as seen through the Richmond Enquirer, were unwilling to be
cowed into silence. On September 12th, the Enquirer, edited by proslavery zealot Thomas
Ritchie, published its opinions on Horton’s case. 332 The paper began by mocking how New York
got “hurried away by their indignation” and their “profess[ion] to have the most unequivocal
evidence” that Horton was free.333 The paper pushed back against calls for the abolition of
329
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slavery in D.C. and the discontinuance of demands for “free papers.” 334 Ritchie then laid out the
ideological differences between the North and South over the guarantee of Article 4, Section 2 of
the U.S. Constitution. He asked a set of poignant questions that the South felt were at stake:
“must all coloured people be at liberty to travel in the southern states, be they free or slaves;
without the states requiring the evidence of their freedom?”; “must each state be an open asylum
for the fugitive from other states?”; and “have the states parted with the right of regulating their
own police?”335 According to northerners, Horton was free to travel wherever he wanted because
he was a citizen of New York, but the Enquirer asserted that his citizenship in New York did not
equate to citizenship in the entire nation. Ritchie insisted that Virginia, and the south in general,
had the right to regulate their own black population as they saw fit.
Antislavery advocates also made their voices heard when on September 16, 1826, the
Genius of Universal Emancipation, edited by Benjamin Lundy, released an editorial titled “The
Breach Widening.”336 The article began by stating that “among the elements of hostility to our
national confederation, there is nothing more directly at variance with it, or better calculated to
hasten its dissolution, than that of slavery.” 337 The paper then envisioned a reckoning over
slavery as “parties are organizing for and against the further toleration of the anti-Christian
practice – they will inevitably come into collision – and severe will be the contest, until one or
the other gives way … it will be impossible to prevent this state of things, as to stop the sun in its
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course.”338 The paper than reprinted the National Intelligencer advertisement for Gilbert Horton
and scoffed at it: “here is a man – black, to be sure – but nevertheless a man – born free as he
declares, and which is prima facie evidence of the fact – seized and incarcerated upon suspicion
of being a runaway…”339
the poor fellow, a native of New-York, and born free, is traveling upon his own
proper business; but his skin is black; and he has had occasion to go a few rods
farther south than his complexion would warrant – he is therefore seized and cast
into prison: and now his owners – when he has no owners but God – are called upon
to come forward and clear him, or else he is to be sold as a SLAVE!” 340
Although Lundy had misrepresented Horton as free from birth, the antislavery forces were
staking out their claim that African Americans were due respect, freedom, and justice.
Moving on from that statement, the paper republished the memorial from the Westchester
County meeting and approved of its methods. The paper then returned to the subject on October
14, 1826, by publishing the letter that Clinton sent to Adams. Then on October 21, 1826, Lundy
wrote another editorial, “Free Negroes in the Southern Prisons,” that expounded upon Horton’s
case and that of another free African American wrongfully imprisoned. 341 The paper decried that
these jail fees meant that not only did free blacks have to prove their freedom, but then had to
“raise money to line the pockets of the officers of the south.” 342 The paper mentioned that for a
time there was consideration of using Horton as a test case for a lawsuit, but nothing ever came
of that proposal.343 The remarks made in northern papers, by the Richmond Enquirer, and by the
Genius of Universal Emancipation touched off a debate that would embroil Congress over a two-
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day period on the meaning of citizenship, the rights of individual states to regulate their
population and slavery in the nation’s capital.
Congressional Conflagration
As the national newspapers argued over the issues of Gilbert Horton’s case, William
Jay’s memorial landed in the lap of Representative Aaron Ward of New York. On December
26th, 1826, Ward introduced a resolution based on that memorial:
That the committee on the District of Columbia be directed to inquire whether there
be in the said district, any law which authorizes the imprisonment of any free man
of color, being a citizen of any of the United States, and his sale, as an unclaimed
slave, for gaol fees and other charges; and, if so, to inquire into the expediency of
repealing the same.”344
Interestingly, he avoided the more controversial part of Jay’s petition: the abolition of
slavery in the District of Columbia. It is likely that he saw that the jail fees would be
controversial enough, so he tossed aside a direct attack on the peculiar institution in the
capital.
After reading out his resolution, he maintained that he offered it because he felt “a
sense of duty” and “an obligation to obey the instructions of the citizens” he represented,
although not enough to include the plank abolishing slavery in the capital. 345 Conversely,
he argued that it was not just his own feelings of responsibility, but what he considered
“the duty of every Representative on this floor, to guard and protect the rights of the
citizens of this union…”346 He realized right away that this resolution would cause a stir
in the House, though, he brushed aside any notion of apologizing for bringing up the
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topic. He then followed the argument that Clinton laid out in his letter to Adams: that this
law “could only have been intended to apply to fugitive slaves...” 347 The further into his
speech he got, the more he ruffled the feathers of his southern colleagues as he outlined
citizenship rights and discredited the law that held Horton in prison.
His deliberations moved toward constitutional law and the rights of citizenship.
He maintained that the constitution protected citizens from unlawful arrest, especially
when there was no trial or even an “allegation of a crime.” 348 Horton should never have
been at risk of being sold into slavery since he received no due process as outlined by the
U.S. Constitution. He also sidestepped Horton’s race, making the case that he was a
citizen of the state of New York and thus had “the right of personal security, personal
liberty, and private property.”349 Ward then focused his ire on the specific law that left
Horton languishing in prison for 26 days. He contended that the law was “no less
impolitic than adverse to the motives that conceded this jurisdiction.”350 He demanded
that the law be eliminated especially since the state of Maryland had already removed the
law from its own statutes. He further warned against using this law in the future since it
could leave the nation’s capital with the reputation of being “the grave of rights.” 351
As he began to wrap up his arguments, he struck a nerve in southern congressmen
with the questions he raised and his final statement. Ward first threatened that the state of
New York could “refuse to surrender fugitive slaves from the district… as a retaliatory
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measure.”352 Then he pointedly asked, “what civilized country, in this enlightened age,
permits the sale of the person of the debtor, to satisfy the rapacity of the creditor.”
Without waiting for an answer he uttered, “none.” 353 He continued to expand upon this
concept of debtor vs. creditor by asking, “is a free citizen, then, because his color
happens to be dark, to be less protected by the laws than the poor debtor, in the fangs of a
merciless creditor?” and if so then “is he to be deprived of the privilege of visiting your
capital, lest some tip staff plunge him into a dungeon, to speculate on his liberties, or to
bind him to the car of slavery?”354 He concluded by asserting: “the jurisprudence of this
District, sir, ought to be exhibited to this country and to the world without a stain; its
object should be, not to oppress, but to vindicate the rights of freemen; and, if there is a
spot on earth where those rights should be held sacred, that place is the District of
Columbia.”355 The resolution he laid out for Congress to consider was not the
controversial matter, but instead these final statements and deliberately antagonizing
questions caused a ruckus over the next two days in the House.
Congressman William Haile of Mississippi immediately “moved that the
resolution be laid on the table and printed.” 356 John Forsyth of Georgia then entered the
debate and forcibly rejected the resolution. He did not object to the resolution because he
agreed with the specific law; instead he felt “any law made in violation of the constitution
was nugatory.”357 His main issue with Ward’s resolution was that the law did not really
affect a large group of people, since the free black population was small, thus making
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“the inquiry respecting it unnecessary.” 358 He decried Ward’s hostile closing remarks,
asserting that the resolution was no longer a call to change a law, but instead a deliberate
attempt to create an “irritating, painful, and useless discussion.” 359 Then he set his sights
on DeWitt Clinton asserting that the governor had no right to interfere in the case and
arguing he only had the power to “demand the restoration of a fugitive who had taken
refuge within another state.”360 Clinton did not have a right to call for freeing a potential
fugitive in the faraway District of Columbia. He then recommended leaving this issue to
when the House took up its investigation into the “penitentiary system” of the capital, as
recommended by President Adams.361 Before he took his seat, he reiterated his feelings
that this discussion “could not lead to any good result, but would excite much unpleasant
feeling, which would be better avoided.” 362 After Forsyth concluded, Congressman James
Hamilton of South Carolina stood up, but the Speaker of the House cut him off as the
hour of discussion dedicated to the topic had concluded. 363
The following day, December 27th, the resolution was brought back up and
Congressman Hamilton finally got his say on the matter. He began by confessing that had
he spoken the day before, his temper would have gotten the best of him. He then turned
to Ward’s comments and claimed that they were “both gratuitous and inflammatory, and
were calculated to have led to an excitement to which he did not then desire to contribute,
nor would now provoke.”364 Hamilton, like Forsyth, did not denounce the resolution and
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similarly felt that if there was an unconstitutional law, it should be remedied. He then cast
shade upon the truthfulness of Horton’s citizenship rights by declaring it a “fallacy” to
think a black man was a citizen. 365 He then turned to Ward and ridiculed him for his
misguided “poetry and philanthropy” on this issue. 366 He believed that Ward’s remarks
were meant to disturb the peace and told him to find something “prettier” to advocate
instead of the rights of African Americans. 367 As he turned to take his seat, he announced
he would leave his more prophetic opinion on the resolution for the report from the
committee.368
At this point Congressman Charles Miner of Pennsylvania jumped up. Miner
added to the storm by introducing an amendment to Ward’s resolution to bring about
gradual abolition in Washington, D.C. Where Ward had failed his constituents by not
calling for ending slavery in the District, Miner took up the antislavery cause. He
reticently stated he only offered this amendment out of “a deliberate sense of duty” to the
original demands made, but none of his colleagues bought that assertion. Quickly, the
Speaker of the House shot down the amendment, deeming the topic irrelevant to the
current resolution and thus it could not be attached. The Speaker conveyed to Miner that
he should bring that amendment up “at the proper time,” which clearly meant never, since
there was no “proper time” to bring up such a controversial topic. 369 The Speaker did
allow Miner’s amendment to be read, but before the reading began, Congressman
William L. Brent of Louisiana adamantly objected. He reasoned that if the Speaker
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discarded the amendment, it should not be read, especially since it would only stir the pot
in an already tense debate. Before any more commotion could take place Miner withdrew
his resolution.370 Although he rescinded his amendment, he would return to the debate
later.
After this, the discussion of the original resolution returned with speeches from
two congressmen from Kentucky. The first Kentuckian to speak was an ally of Henry
Clay: Robert P. Letcher.371 He began by asserting that Ward’s resolution was not “a fit
subject of legislation” and should not be considered.372 He followed in the footsteps of
Forsyth and Hamilton by conceding that if the law did exist then it most certainly should
be declared “unconstitutional and void.”373 He then created a new line of reasoning for
southern congressmen when he proclaimed this was not a matter for Congress to
contemplate, but instead the courts should adjudicate this issue. Essentially, he wanted
Horton to sue the city for his wrongful imprisonment and leave Congress out of what he
held was a civil matter. Whether he knew that antislavery advocates had thought about
that very same thing but had decided against it is uncertain. He concluded by wondering
why they needed to continue with a debate on such a “delicate” subject that was
undoubtedly meant to “produce unnecessary excitement.” 374
Once Letcher sat down, his fellow Kentuckian Charles Wickliffe rose. Wickliffe,
unlike Letcher, was no fan of Henry Clay and “disagreed with Clay about almost
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everything.”375 He began with an ironic bit of word play when he stated, “he had no wish
to enter into the present discussion” or “partake in any of the excitement,” yet did
anyway.376 He mentioned that he had only skimmed over Ward’s resolution, but he
questioned the very existence of the jail fees law. This assertion took the issue a step
further, by openly refuting the presence of the law that had left Horton imprisoned for
nearly a month. He did acknowledge that “abuses, no doubt, might have happened under
the law which did exist, and he thought it very probable they had.” 377 He also saw no real
issue with asking “persons of color found loitering without employment, and supposed to
be runaway slaves…” to provide proof of their freedom.378 Although he maintained that
the law did not exist as Ward asserted, he gave his tacit approval for the committee to
investigate any “abuse” that may have occurred. 379 Following the line of his fellow
southerners, he argued Ward’s concluding remarks was only calculated “to rouse feelings
and produce an excitement” and specified that “he had no wish to see the Missouri
question brought back into this House.”380 His closing argument summarized his entire
opinion of the current controversy: “if the laws needed amendment, let them be amended;
but let not the House go on in the supposition that certain laws existed which were
nowhere to be found.”381 His reasoning was immediately denounced by the speaker who
followed him.
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The moment Wickliffe exited the debate, Maryland’s Clement Dorsey approached
the matter in a more conciliatory way than those who spoke before him. He had not
attended Ward’s speech and questioned why the resolution had caused such a
commotion. This points to the fact that the resolution was not the main controversy, but
instead Ward’s remarks had caused the uproar. He then turned to Wickliffe and spurned
his avowal that the jail fees law did not exist. This led him to outline the history of
Maryland law, specifically the one that contributed to Horton’s arrest. He detailed that a
1715 law rewarded the jailer “the sum of 200 pounds of tobacco” from the imprisoned; if
they were unable to pay it the jailer could then sell them into slavery or indentured
servitude to cover the costs.382 However, he specified that the law was overturned in 1817
after a judge decided that counties would have to pay for the jail fees. This illuminated
more of the story behind the jail fees law and proved that Wickliffe was wrong about its
existence. Dorsey concluded by reminding his colleagues of his proslavery credentials
while also asserting he would vote in favor of Ward’s resolution. 383
The next round of speeches brought the entry of northern congressional voices
after a long slew of southerners. The first northerner since Miner to join the verbal
engagement on the House floor was Ohio’s John Woods. He came out of the gate
asserting that the jail fees should be “expunged,” as it either violated the constitution or
was ambiguous enough to “mislead” the police.384 He doubted that the law would come
up in the examination of the prison rules in the district, despite what John Forsyth
believed. He then shared an anecdotal story that captured what was happening between
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Northerners and Southerners in this debate. He described how a man, quite clearly Ward,
approached “a magazine with a lighted candle,” but he held that the man might not be at
fault for an explosion because the guards of the magazines, the southerners, were creating
“sparks” of their own that could ignite the magazine.385 Essentially he was saying that
Ward may have caused the controversy with his speech, but the Southerners were already
predisposed to take offense. Following his brief remarks, his colleague John C. Wright,
also from Ohio, stood up to ask a question: “would any gentleman say that this was not a
subject of deep interest? Of interest, not only to the District, but to the whole union?” 386
He believed it was and found the controversy it had created perplexing, but he reasoned,
“some gentleman chose to lash themselves into excitement with regard to it.” 387
The debate then moved into an issue of wording and few more voices entered the
fray. Alfred H. Powell of Virginia, the Chairman of the Committee on the District of
Columbia, briefly declared how astonished he was that this resolution had caused so
much “excitement” since there really was little opposition to it. 388 After Powell
concluded, William L. Brent of Louisiana, George McDuffie of South Carolina, and
Aaron Ward of New York scuffled over wording. Brent argued, like so many others
before him, that the resolution “was calculated only to excite angry debate and irritated
feelings.”389 He questioned Powell’s remarks, saying that the chairman privately showed
far more reservations toward the resolution than he had just suggested on the floor. He
then revealed his desire to see the word “citizen” stricken from the record of the
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resolution and Ward, likely exhausted from the debate, quickly acceded to it. 390
Surprisingly, McDuffie interrupted to say that he disagreed with this change, which made
the resolution “decidedly more exceptionable”391 than it was before. He emphasized that
if Horton was not a citizen, none of this debate mattered, since only a citizen had
constitutional rights. Brent disagreed with McDuffie and wanted a more limited scope
that removed the question of African American citizenship from the table. 392 Brent won
this battle as Ward kept his promise to remove the word “citizen” from the resolution.
In the end the concept of citizenship associated with this debate could not be
erased and soon the question of slavery in the capital took center stage when Miner
reentered the debate. He stood up in front of his colleague and delivered a thoughtprovoking examination of the issue of slavery in the nation’s capital. He began by
expressing his regret at the “excitement” that had captivated the House for much of the
day.393 However, he conceded that with such a controversial issue, “it was impossible to
do this intelligently without inquiry and free discussion.” 394 He then turned away from
Ward’s resolution to give a discourse on slavery in the capital. He explained that
congressmen had neglected to discuss the peculiar institution because many were still
traumatized by the 1820-21 debates on Missouri statehood. However, he maintained that
in the meantime the laws “had been entirely neglected, and all the corruptions growing
out of that neglect, and the cupidity of those who looked only to their private interest,
were severely felt.”395 In order to prove this, he pulled out a piece of paper with statistics
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showing that over 300 African Americans had been imprisoned in the capital between
December 1, 1823, and November 30, 1825. He even highlighted that 15 of them “proved
to be free.”396 Beyond that, he showed that those listed as “in jail for safe-keeping” were
sold into the domestic slave trade.397
He then gave his colleagues a taste of the horrors of slavery through two powerful
stories. In the first, he described an enslaved black woman who was being sold with her
three children into slavery because she was beyond the age of childbearing and no longer
useful to her former master. Miner explained that the children’s father was free, but
freedom was based on the mother’s condition. The second story he conveyed was of an
African American man who was unable to prove his freedom and while he was
imprisoned lost the use of his legs due to frostbite. He then divulged that the man “had to
walk on his knees” when he was eventually released. 398 He added to these heartrending
stories a description of the local pens where “slave dealers gather together gangs of
slaves… fasten them by a long chain, running between the pairs, and to this they are
hand-cuffed, right and left, and so driven off, by ten, twenty, and thirty, in a drive.” 399
These stories were meant to provoke a reaction from congressmen that he argued had no
idea about the real horrors of slavery. These were also meant to display the real
implications of what Horton and other free African Americans faced when they were
wrongfully imprisoned and sold into slavery. 400
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His stories did indeed provoke an immediate reaction and attempts to change the
scope of the resolutions. The moment Miner finished, Clement Dorsey stood up to rail
against his stories. Despite his moderate stance earlier in the debate, he could not stand
Miner’s moralizing against the domestic slave trade. 401 Dorsey and Vermont’s William
C. Bradley then got into a minor argument over the wording of the resolution, which
resulted in no changes.402 After this, John Forsyth reentered the debate and finally teased
out the major dispute: “there is in the United States a radical difference of opinion. The
gentleman from New York, and others, claim, as a matter of right, that black persons,
held to be citizens of the United States, in the state of New York, should enjoy in every
other state the same privilege.”403 He went on to say, “the whole of the southern
delegation deny this claim,” and that “we hold … that we have the right to exclude free
people of color, to eject them, and to limit their privileges, when we admit them to reside
among us.”404 He hit the nail on the head by repeating the same argument made by the
Richmond Enquirer. The northern and southern states were dividing over the rights of
African Americans. Southerners clung to their right to regulate or police their spaces in a
way that excluded free African Americans, as seen by the Seamen Acts. In this rendering
of citizenship, Forsyth denied Horton’s right to be considered a citizen anywhere outside
of the state of New York and foreshadowed the issues that would eventually tear the
nation asunder.
After Forsyth, the debate started to wrap up with a few final remarks before the
members voted on Ward’s resolution. The final entrant into this debate was John Floyd of
401
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Virginia. He first announced his support for the resolution, arguing “he would step
forward to guard the rights of such a man [Horton] as any other.” 405 But, what he really
found annoying were Miner’s tales. He asserted that for the African American man who
suffered from frostbite “it was his misfortune” and something he should bring to the
courts.406 He concluded by alluding to Forsyth’s remarks and hoping that the resolution
would not “interfere with the rights of some states, under the plea of protecting the rights
of other states.”407 Before the vote, Henry C. Martindale of New York made a last-minute
attempt to have the Committee on the District of Columbia examine all laws adopted
from Maryland and Virginia and determine if they had been revoked by those states.
However, Chairman Powell interrupted to decry that this “imposed an unnecessary labor
on the Committee of the District of Columbia,” so Martindale rescinded his
amendment.408 After a long and tumultuous two days of debate the original resolution
was taken up and passed “by a large majority,” and thus the committee investigation was
started.409
Reaction to the Congressional Debate
However, before the committee’s findings were announced, the nation’s
newspapers once again were mixed up in Horton’s case. Many papers published the
debate in full so that their readers could pay close attention to the controversy. The debate
wound its way into the pages of numerous newspapers across the country from as early as
January 3, 1827. Readers of small and large papers from areas in New England to the
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South had the opportunity to read exactly what their representatives felt about the issue of
the rights of free African Americans and what slavery looked like in the capital. Most of
these papers just pasted the official record from the Register of Debates without any
editorial comments or with the Vermont Gazette’s publication on January 9, 1827, it was
merely described as a “warm debate” occurring in the House of Representatives. 410 The
Norwich Courier added that “the other business before the House was of minor
importance,” indicating the sheer significance of this debate. 411
The Richmond Enquirer once again brought a different view to what had
happened in the capital when it recounted a similar incident to what Gilbert Horton had
experienced. The January 6th edition explored a case of another wrongfully imprisoned
free African American. This man named James Crosby was also from New York and had
been imprisoned as a runaway in Petersburg, Virginia. Like Horton, he was also being
held on jail fees. The paper immediately derided the intervention of the New York
Manumission Society, which sent “the vouchers to establish his freedom.” 412 The paper
sarcastically explained that the organization took up “a great deal of warmth, and
threatened to bring a suit against the sergeant in the federal court, for unlawfully
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detaining a citizen of the state of New York.”413 The paper explained how “the ‘congress
of fanatics’ in Baltimore,” likely describing members of antislavery societies in that state,
sent a lawyer who took on “power of attorney” for Crosby. 414 However, editor Thomas
Ritchie felt this was “disingenuously obtained” in “a species of finesse which would cast
a shade upon any cause” because it “was obtained on the sabbath.” 415 Crosby was
eventually freed, and the Virginia state law stipulated that the state treasury would have
to pay for the jail fees incurred. After revealing this incredibly similar case, the Richmond
Enquirer attempted to spin the outcome as a “charitable construction” by the state of
Virginia.416 However, Crosby’s case only proved that Horton was not the only free
African American detained unlawfully in the south and that African Americans faced
great dangers in the U.S.
The Results of the National Firestorm
Shortly after the newspapers carried the debates and the account by the Richmond
Enquirer, the Committee on the District of Columbia announced its findings. 417 The
committee examined some of the major issues brought up in the debate before getting to
the resolution. The report began by tepidly asserting that “it might possibly occur, that a
free man of color might be apprehended as a fugitive slave, and eventually sold as
such…”418 They then probed the use of free papers and reasoned that these are essential
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in order to distinguish between free African Americans and “absconding slaves” even if it
caused “temporary hardship upon free persons of color.” 419 Furthermore, they proclaimed
that this police regulation was important since D.C. “is situated in the heart of a large
slave population.”420 The worry was that if an African American was immediately
considered free instead of a fugitive, the city would become a “favorite resort … the
receptacle of fugitive slaves.”421 After these opinions, the committee produced evidence
from eyewitness testimony saying that Horton was arrested because “his story of himself
was contradictory and evasive.”422 In the case of the actual law under question, the
committee called on the city to pay all jail fees for free African Americans arrested in the
future and supported repealing the law entirely. 423
The reaction to this report was most hostile in the African American community,
which voiced its indignation through the newly created Freedom’s Journal. The paper
was founded around July 4, 1827.424 Its editors were Samuel Cornish, a black
Presbyterian minister, and John Russwurm, a Jamaican who in 1825 became the first
black person to graduate from a U.S. college. 425 The paper was influential in the African
American community and abolitionist circles as it “articulated the concerns of and
connected communities across the North, building on networks established by earlier
black organizations and churches.”426 The paper also had some reach: “as the editors and
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correspondents noted … the paper could be found on ships, in private homes, in
barbershops, and in all manner of places” and furthermore had “a chain of sales agents
from Maine to Washington.”427 Freedom’s Journal thus held an important stake in this
matter and brought the voice of African Americans to a debate about them by white
aristocratic politicians.
Freedom’s Journal discussed the case on two different occasions in 1827. First, the paper
attacked the committee report since it said nothing about the unconstitutional arrest of Horton
and only eliminated future jail fees. They also derided the elimination of jail fees, sarcastically
calling it a “wonderful generosity for ‘the only free people on earth!’” 428 The newspaper then
went on the attack against the New York Enquirer, drawing connections between the committee
report and the editorial opinions of the newspaper. The editors proclaimed that Powell copied the
opinions of the Enquirer and teased that “the constituents of Mr. Powell ought to call a public
meeting, and tender the Enquirer a vote of thanks for helping their representative to a report.” 429
Later the paper returned to the case after a new law was passed in D.C. approving the need for
freedom papers for all African Americans in the city. In this case the paper sneered that freedom
was dead in the capital, which was now equivalent to an unfree place like “Algiers or Tunis” or
maybe the deep south states of “Carolina or Georgia.” 430 The paper then concluded with an
allusion to the issues brought up by Congressman Miner, and John Randolph a decade earlier, in
regard to the domestic slave trade in the city where slave traders, “buy and sell their brethren like
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beasts of burden.”431 Freedom’s Journal thus gave voice to African Americans where their
voices were normally unheard.
After the committee’s report was released, the Register of Debates stated that “this bill
was made the order of the day for to-morrow,” yet the report never came up again. 432 The reason
for this is likely because it was a controversial matter. However, historian Constance
McLaughlin Green has argued that one of the reasons was that Georgetown residents may have
been against paying the jail fees.433 Thus, despite the unlawful imprisonment of Gilbert Horton,
the two days of debate, and an entire nation of newspapers glued to the issue, it was all swept
under the rug. William Jay, for one, found the committee report and the lack of action
disheartening and continued his plea for the abolition of slavery in D.C. 434 Thus, the issues raised
would not go away so easily.
As historian Martha S. Jones has pointed out, “Horton’s capture symbolized how
untenable was a nation divided between slaveholding and non-slaveholding states,
especially when free black men were in some jurisdictions regarded as citizens.” 435 The
case reopened the wounds of the debate over the Missouri Compromise and showed that
the nation had fissures growing over the rights of African Americans. Gilbert Horton was
certainly privileged in ways that many other African Americans in his circumstances
were not. He had connections to powerful antislavery advocates in New York, especially
Judge William Jay, who instigated a national debate over the rights of free African
Americans and the efficacy of slavery in the nation’s capital. Although Aaron Ward shied
431
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away from the antislavery project, antislavery advocates found that their tactics worked.
Through Jay’s advocacy a petition was sent to Congress that did include a plank calling
for the end of slavery in the District of Columbia. Furthermore, antislavery advocates
found a Congressional ally in the form of the Pennsylvania Congressman Charles Miner.
This invigorated the antislavery advocates and a year after the committee report was
released action was taken by residents of the District of Columbia toward abolishing the
slave trade in Washington, D.C. In 1828, a petition was signed by 1,100 residents of D.C.
to put an end to the “evils of the trade.”436 This petition was then sent to Congress where
antislavery advocates initiated their project with the support of their newly minted
Congressional ally: Charles Miner.
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Chapter Three
“A Torch That Will Set Fire to the Whole Country” 437: Charles Miner and Abolition in the
District of Columbia
On January 2, 1829, the African American New York-based newspaper, Freedom’s
Journal published an excerpt from a speech given by an antislavery minister before the Vermont
Colonization Society about the evils of slavery. In his oration the minister vilified the nation’s
peculiar institution and especially the white men in power who allowed it to perpetuate:
How affecting is the thought, that while so many hundreds of thousands of our fellow
men have, in this land of liberty, been wearing out their lives in cruel bondage,
and the majority of our legislators in our general government glorifying in their
independence, and fiercely contending for places of personal distinction and emolument,
have turned a deaf ear to the cries of suffering humanity; and a
treasure of wrath in the heavens above, and another in the earth beneath, have been
continually accumulating and preparing to burst on our nation in one thundering,
irresistible storm; we have done so little, have said so little, have been so little concerned;
and have prayed no more, that the evil might be removed; and vengance [sic] be turned
away, and our country be saved. 438
Only four days after the publication of this excerpt, Pennsylvania Congressman Charles Miner
reentered the fight to abolish slavery in the nation’s capital, although it is uncertain he ever read
this speech. Regardless, he stood before the House of Representatives and offered a set of
resolutions to abolish slavery and the domestic slave trade in the District of Columbia.
Miner had already proven himself to be a strong antislavery advocate when he called for
abolition of slavery and the domestic slave trade in 1826. Now in 1829, he once again carried the
torch, this time aided by Maryland antislavery advocate Benjamin Lundy and another petition
from the citizens of the capital. However, this time he generated a sharp rebuke from southern
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Congressman John C. Weems who fiercely opposed his resolutions and officially endorsed
slavery as a positive good. The nation’s newspapers, furthermore, carried the story publicizing
the burgeoning antislavery movements goals. Thus, the resolution offered this time came at an
opportune moment when antislavery advocates were turning their sentiment into a movement,
which combined the usage of petitioning and the advocacy of an antislavery ally in Congress to
achieve abolition of the domestic slave trade and slavery in the capital.
The Quaker Saddlemaker
This latest effort to bring about the end of slavery and the slave trade in Washington,
D.C. was led on the outside of Congress by Benjamin Lundy. Lundy was born in New Jersey in
1789.439 As historian Dwight Lowell Dumond described him, he was a “lonely, wandering
saddlemaker, who had dedicated his life to emancipation of the slaves.” 440 Furthermore, he was
“diminutive in stature, partially deaf from childhood, and only slightly educated.” 441 He was
raised as a Quaker who “had wholeheartedly accepted the Quaker humanitarian ethic, and he
applied it to slavery."442 Beyond his religious convictions, he was also influenced by early
interactions with antislavery advocates in Tennessee during the late 1700s and early 1800s. 443
However, his hatred for slavery, particularly the domestic slave trade, occurred when he
witnessed slaves being driven in chains during a visit to Wheeling, Virginia. 444 From that point
forward, he made abolition his sole focus even if it meant financial insecurity for his family. 445
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Yet he remained part of the mainstream at the time, since he had no interest in racial
equality. Though he was an antislavery advocate, like many of his contemporaries, he was not a
supporter of immediate abolition and lent his voice to the colonization movement to remove
African Americans from the United States as a way to end slavery. 446 He felt deeply that
abolition could not occur without the removal of free African Americans from the nation. 447 As
he became a vocal proponent of colonization, he backed up his words with actions when he
personally escorted a group of African Americans to a new life on the island nation of Haiti. 448
So, despite his zealotry for abolishing slavery, he could not contemplate a United States where
blacks and whites could live in harmony together.
Most of his antislavery work found expression in the publication of his antislavery
newspaper: The Genius of Universal Emancipation. His fight for abolition began in 1815 after he
moved to Tennessee and formed the Union Humane Society. The organization was set up to
support free Africans Americans from kidnapping by providing legal counsel, while shying away
from support of colonization. While in Tennessee, he became the protégé of antislavery advocate
Charles Osborn, who had been a founder of the Manumission Society of Tennessee. Lundy
began his work with Osborn by assisting him in the publication of Osborn’s antislavery paper,
The Philanthropist, in Ohio where he eventually became one of the editors. He then decided to
start his own paper after the failure of his friend and member of the Manumission Society of
Tennessee Elihu Embree’s The Emancipator and the man’s subsequent death in 1820. Lundy
also saw a need for an antislavery paper when his mentor Osborn put The Philanthropist up for
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sale in 1821.449 That year Lundy began publication of The Genius of Universal Emancipation.450
The goal of his paper was signified in its masthead which read: “let justice be done though the
Heavens should fall.”451 The first edition of the paper was printed in Mount Pleasant, Ohio, and
in that very first edition he placed the domestic slave trade in his crosshairs. 452 He, however, kept
his paper separate from any single antislavery society and instead the paper served as “an organ
for societies throughout the upper south.” 453 He soon moved from Ohio to Greenville, Tennessee
where he continued to print the paper for three years.454 At this time East Tennessee was
considered the “last stronghold of emancipation in the south,” but by 1826 antislavery sentiment
was all but dead in the state.455
Due to the downfall of antislavery sentiment in Tennessee, Lundy moved his paper to the
friendlier Baltimore, Maryland in 1824.456 He hoped that the move to Baltimore would make that
city “the center of the abolition movement.”457 This move brought him into contact with other
antislavery advocates in that state including Daniel Raymond and black antislavery advocates
Jacob Greener and William Watkins.458 In 1825, in collaboration with Raymond, Lundy founded
two organizations, the Baltimore Emigration Society and Maryland Anti-Slavery Society. 459
Greener also helped with the printing of The Genius of Universal Emancipation and “acted as the
paper’s local agent,” while Watkins became a regular contributor. 460 This support allowed Lundy
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to turn the paper into a weekly by September 1825. 461 However, the support could not offset his
financial difficulties, which forced him to temporarily cease publication from late 1828 until
early 1829.462 The paper was saved from bankruptcy by the assistance of antislavery societies
willing to purchase subscriptions.463 This showed that antislavery forces saw the press as
essential for getting their message out to the public.
Upon moving to Maryland, Lundy stepped up his attacks on the domestic slave trade,
which helped to propel him to the forefront of antislavery circles. In January of 1827, his public
condemnation of a slave dealer, Austin Woolfolk, - referring to him as a “monster in human
shape” - resulted in Woolfolk physically assaulting Lundy on the streets of Baltimore. 464
Woolfolk was arrested for the attack and pled guilty. The judge in the case, Nicholas Brice,
however sided with Woolfolk arguing that Lundy instigated the assault. Woolfolk was then
released, but Brice, facing criticism from the public, ordered him to pay a paltry $1 fine. 465
Despite this traumatic incident, Lundy continued to build up the budding antislavery movement
by traveling through the northeast in 1828. During this trip he visited centers of antislavery
sentiment including Philadelphia, New York, Providence, and Boston, all in an effort to grow
existing antislavery societies and gain support for a national movement. 466 During this trip, he
recorded around 140 different antislavery societies. 467 While on his northeastern excursion, he
met a twenty-four-year-old newspaper printer named William Lloyd Garrison. His influence on
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the young man turned him into an antislavery advocate who would later become a leader in the
antislavery movement.468
The Momentum Toward the Resolution
Lundy saw an opportunity to bring the scattered antislavery societies closer together by
supporting the “umbrella group of antislavery organizations”: the American Convention for
Promoting the Abolition of Slavery and Improving the Condition of the African Race. 469 He soon
became the most influential figure within the organization, which constantly discussed the tactics
that should be used in the movement. Those tactics centered around abolishing slavery in the
District of Columbia through petitioning Congress and finding an antislavery politicians willing
to raise their voice in favor of abolition. Having failed in the past to get any meaningful change,
Lundy decided to push for abolition once again in the District of Columbia. In November of
1828 the organization met in Baltimore and called for a petition to be drafted to abolish slavery
and the slave trade in the District of Columbia.470 The convention supported this latest petition
campaign led by Benjamin Lundy.
On November 8, 1828, Lundy outlined the antislavery program in The Genius of
Universal Emancipation. He republished an article titled: “Abolition of Slavery: In the District of
Columbia” from the Journal of the Times of Burlington, Vermont.471 This article laid out the
program of the antislavery cause. The article began by declaring, “Petitions were multiplying in
various sections of the union, praying for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, and
that a vigorous effort would be made at the approaching session of congress to carry this
468
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desirable point.”472 The article insisted that this program was not harmful: “the abolition will
interfere with the constitution of no state. The District is the property of the nation; and every
individual American … owns a share of the property, and direct the administration of its
government.”473 Essentially, antislavery forces argued that the District of Columbia was federal
property that every citizen had a right to regulate, which included eliminating slavery. This was
the argument than many antislavery advocates had already been making. The federal government
was granted solitary authority over the District of Columbia, which could be inferred to mean
that the American people, or at least those who could vote, had a say in the laws of the nation’s
capital.
Moving from this point, the article called out those who had been hesitant or unwilling to
support abolition, casting “shame on any state in this wide Republic that will not swell the
current of public sentiment in favor of abolishing national despotism!”474 Antislavery advocates
had been through multiple failures in the past to achieve their goal because of the obstinacy of
southern slaveholders who held enormous control over “our national legislature.” 475 However,
something had to be done because “the existence of slavery in Columbia District is a reproach to
our national character. Beyond its removal, the United States have no right to legislate.” 476 The
argument here was that slavery was a blemish on the country and that if the nation was
predicated on freedom then it had an obligation to eliminate unfreedom in the form of slavery
before it did anything else. Despite all this harsh rhetoric, antislavery advocates remained
pragmatic as this article conceded that “it is not expected, that Congress, will liberate this
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generation of blacks, neither is it desired,” which confirmed that any measure would be
gradual.477 Finally, the author(s) anticipated that the upcoming debate would cause quite a stir:
“threats of disunion will, as usual, be held out in terrorem. But the friends of the cause must
remain steadfast, unawed and resolute.” 478 Antislavery advocates saw that they faced an uphill
battle against proslavery advocates who would threaten dissolution of the union to protect
slavery. However, they felt that their cause was worth the risk. This article that Lundy chose to
reprint in The Genius of Universal Emancipation laid out exactly what the nascent antislavery
movement were attempting to do.
Lundy knew how he could force Congress to do something about slavery in the capital.
Lundy took up the challenge based on the pronouncement from Congressman George McDuffie
of South Carolina in 1827 that he would only accept a petition from residents of the District of
Columbia. Lundy drafted a petition sent to residents of the area. It collected over one thousand
signatures, making it the largest petition ever sent to Congress. 479 With this petition in hand,
Lundy turned to the only antislavery ally he knew in Congress, Representative Charles Miner of
Pennsylvania, for assistance. 480
The Lonely Antislavery Voice in Congress
The key figure in Lundy’s efforts to encourage Congress to act on the abolition of slavery
and the slave trade was Charles Miner of Pennsylvania. He was born in Norwich, Connecticut,
on February 1, 1790.481 He had begun his career as a newspaper editor and lawyer in
Westchester, Pennsylvania.482 In 1820 he revealed his opinions on slavery when he joined the
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Pennsylvania Abolition Society (PAS).483 Miner was a lawyer for the PAS, but his political
ambitions prompted him to give up “his membership when he periodically returned to political
office.”484 His membership with the PAS kept him at the center of the abolition movement,
especially when the organization insisted he sign on to petition campaigns. 485 As a politician, he
had initially aligned himself with the Federalist Party in Pennsylvania. 486 His political beliefs
eventually came down to three main issues: the gradual abolition of slavery, the colonization of
free African Americans, and supporting President John Quincy Adams, a National Republican
and a personal friend, against General Andrew Jackson.487 As with Lundy, Miner held the
conviction that African Americans had no future within the nation and advocated for their
colonization outside of it.488 Thus, he became the lead antislavery advocate in Congress to bring
down slavery and the domestic slave trade in the capital.
Miner’s decision to offer his own set of resolutions to end slavery in the District was
influenced by a number of factors. First, the increase in the petition campaign from antislavery
advocates pushed him to offer his resolutions.489 In 1826, he had offered an amendment to
Congressman Aaron Ward’s resolution that was quickly shot down, but he still had the
opportunity to shed light on the horror of slavery in the capital. He was also influenced by
Benjamin Lundy and even more so by antislavery constituents in Pennsylvania. Besides the
actions of the Pennsylvania House, Miner often received help from members of the PAS who
“critiqued his views and offered guidance on key constitutional issues.” 490 He thus was poked
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and prodded back into the center of the movement to abolish slavery and the domestic slave trade
in D.C. by the efforts of Lundy, the PAS and his own constituents.
The Debate Begins: Tuesday, January 6, 1829
On Tuesday, January 6, 1829, Miner stood up in the House to propose a set of resolutions
along with a preamble for consideration. He began his preamble by stipulating: “it is alleged that
the laws in respect to slavery in the District of Columbia have been almost entirely neglected.” 491
This neglect had resulted in “numerous and gross corruptions” including “that slave-dealers,
gaining confidence from impunity, have made the Seat of the Federal Government their
headquarters for carrying on the domestic slave trade.” 492 He further decried the slave dealers
who had turned the “public prisons” in the district into private prisons to house the enslaved
snared in the trade and that this was permitted because law enforcement had “derived emolument
from carrying on the domestic slave trade.”493 Thus, with a focus on the horrors of the domestic
slave trade, he outlined the same issues that had plagued the district going back to John
Randolph’s effort in 1816 and Jesse Torrey’s writings from 1817.
Miner then turned to the treatment of African Americans in the domestic slave trade. He
argued that African Americans were being sold into the slave trade before state-sponsored
abolition occurred resulting in them being “sent where redress is hopeless.” 494 Beyond that, he
emphasized that “others are kidnapped and carried away before they can be rescued.” 495 In an
effort to display the gross injustice of slavery, he insisted that numerous “instances of death,
from anguish and despair … mark the cruelty of this traffic.” 496 Not only was this an ever491
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growing problem, but he also pointed out that still some African Americans were being sold into
slavery when they could not pay for the jail fees they incurred. 497 Although he does not mention
Gilbert Horton by name, he is clearly highlighting his case by examining this issue.
He then maintained that these horrors were no secret. For one thing, they were displayed
“in the public prints of the city, under the notice of congress, [which] indicate the openness and
extent of the traffic.”498 Building on this, he reminded his colleagues that he was not the first
member to bring this issue before Congress, referencing the effort led over a decade earlier by
slaveholding Congressman John Randolph of Virginia. Not only had Randolph called for the end
of the slave trade, but Miner highlighted the numerous petitions sent to Congress calling for the
same thing. Having shown the issues that needed to be rectified and proving that he was not the
first person to bring these issues to the attention of the federal government, he concluded his
preamble by hoping that once these issues were rectified, meaning the abolition of the domestic
slave trade and a gradual end to slavery in the district, the nation’s capital would “exhibit a
specimen of pure and just laws.”499
Moving on from his preamble, he laid out the resolutions he wanted Congress to consider
for solving the district’s issues. His first resolution called for the House of Representatives and
specifically the Committee on the District of Columbia to examine the laws of D.C., “in respect
to slavery,” to determine the truth of the conditions he had just outlined. 500 He sought an
investigation into whether the domestic slave trade existed in the capital and called for its demise
if so. His second resolution went a step further asking: “that the committee be farther instructed
to inquire into the expediency of providing by law for the gradual abolition of slavery within the
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district.”501 However, he added a caveat to this by stipulating that it must be done “in such
manner that the interests of no individual shall be injured there by.” 502 Having offered his
weighty resolutions, Miner took his seat.
The moment Miner sat in his chair, Congressman John C. Weems of Maryland, a
slaveholder, moved for consideration of the question brought forth. Miner quickly called for a
roll call vote. The House voted in favor of considering the resolutions: 104-70. 503 After the roll
call vote Congressman Charles A. Wickliffe of Kentucky moved that the entire preamble “be
stricken out.”504 Although he had no objection to the actual resolutions and that he too deplored
the domestic slave trade, he held that the preamble was filled with falsehoods. Congressman
John Culpepper of North Carolina seconded Wickliffe’s motion, declaring that he too supported
the resolutions, but not the preamble. Weems then reentered the conversation to request that
Miner “consent to the omission of the preamble.” 505 Just like the others, he “did not believe one
word of what it contained.”506 There was support for Miner’s resolutions from Southerners, but
they found his preamble incendiary. Miner stood to defend his preamble, but his speech was
quickly cut off. The debate had gotten away from the members and the allotted hour for
discussion of the resolutions had ended. Miner had to wait until the following day to defend his
preamble.507
Miner’s Defense: Wednesday January 7, 1829
On Wednesday, the House returned to Wickliffe’s original motion to eliminate Miner’s
preamble. At that moment, Miner immediately stood up to restart his defense. He began by
501
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pledging that all he had said in the preamble was “well founded.” 508 He then reminded his
colleagues that Congress held the power to govern the District of Columbia through Article 1,
Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution.509 Thus he asserted they must do something because “if evils
exist, we alone can remedy them. If injustice and oppression prevail, we are alone
responsible.”510
He then acknowledged the tension in the room over the “delicacy” of this particular
subject, which was known for “exciting strong feeling whenever it is mentioned.” 511 However,
he tossed aside this concern and insisted that the members of the House had an obligation to
examine slavery in the capital because it “exercises a large influence in the district; yet … it has
been almost wholly neglected.”512 He questioned why Congress had done nothing to alter the
slave laws in the district, even when the neighboring slave states of Maryland and Virginia had
“softened the harsher features” of their slave laws and “undergone salutary modifications.” 513 He
answered his own question by saying that Southerners refused to change the evils occurring and
Northerners feared a backlash from Southerners if they raised any concern. In the meantime, the
neglect had caused “cruelty and injustice that ought no longer to be tolerated.” 514 He exhorted his
colleagues to do something “sooner or later,” but he remained cautious about how to move
forward.515 He counseled that any such debate had to be done with “a suitable temper,” “proper
deference” and “delicacy.”516 Having explained why these issues needed to be discussed, he
moved on to the issues he outlined in his preamble.
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He began by examining the use of the D.C. jail by slave traders. Understanding that his
assertions were controversial, he offered proof in the form of “papers furnished me by the
keeper” of the jail.517 Based upon these papers, he declared that between 1824 and 1828 four
hundred and fifty-two African Americans had been placed in the D.C. jail for “safekeeping” and
two hundred and ninety of those were listed as “runaways.” 518 Having shown the great extent to
which many African Americans were being imprisoned within the D.C. jail, he reminded his
colleagues that “such … is not the intention for which the prison was erected.” 519 These statistics
showed a glaring problem with how the D.C. jail was being operated.
At this point he turned to personal narratives of African Americans, the same stories he
had used in 1826, that he hoped would evoke an emotional response from his fellow
congressmen. Miner began by retelling the story of when in 1826 he had met an African
American woman sitting in a cell with three or four of her children. He asked for her story, and
she informed him that she was up for sale because her former master felt she was “no longer
profitable as a breeder.”520 The woman disclosed that she had witnessed a number of her children
being sold away from her, despite her husband’s free status. Miner who had been clearly moved
by her story, recalled that “she … seemed to me to be more heart-broken than any creature I had
ever seen.”521 He then turned to his colleagues sitting in the House and enquired if they found
what had happened to this woman acceptable?
Although he received no answer, he postulated that although he knew nothing of the
hundreds of other cases, “I see no reason to suppose that there were not many cases of equal
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cruelty.”522 The story he shared was one effort to pull on the conscience of his fellow
congressmen. Having surely grabbed the attention of his colleagues, he delved into the issue of
free African Americans being arrested in the district. He described how they were required to
carry papers as “a certification of freedom” with them at all times and stressed that this was a
clear “hardship.”523 He reminded his colleagues that no white man needed to do the same when
traveling through the capital, thus it should not be the case for free African Americans. He
averred that this meant that “a free man, poor, friendless, and ignorant, so arrested and confined
in a cell of little more than ten feet square, would have but slight chance of asserting his rights”
unless he had freedom papers; such had been the case for Gilbert Horton. 524
Although these were strong points, he once again felt compelled to use the story of the
free African American man who lost use of his legs when he was confined to a cell for four
hundred and five days from August of 1821 till October of 1822. He described how this man
lived in decrepit conditions with “vermin, disease and misery” all around him. 525 Then after
authorities finally determined he was a free man, he left the jail crippled by the experience both
physically and emotionally. Miner explained that once the man regained his freedom, he was left
homeless and divided his time between the poor houses and almshouses. Turning, once again, to
his fellow congressmen, he asserted that a case like this is “contrary to the principles of justice
and the rights of humanity.”526
Having retold another shocking example of the cruelty of the laws in the capital, he
turned his wrath toward local law enforcement’s involvement. To tease out how closely
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intertwined law enforcement was with the slave trade, he proposed a hypothetical scenario in
which the marshal of the D.C. jail received twenty dollars for every African American placed in
the prison. This meant, based on his earlier recording of how many African Americans were
placed in the D.C. jail, that the marshal would have raked in “$9,000 in five years!” 527 This was
shocking, but he wondered aloud who received the jail fees that paid for those who had been
released from the jail: the marshal or “the public treasury?” 528
In order to emphasize his point, he explicated on another narrative of a free African
American man who dealt with the issues he had just outlined. Miner told the story, told to him,
about a free African American man named James Green. Green had been arrested in Alexandria
and despite having two respectable white witnesses, who could prove he was a free man, he was
sold into slavery. The reason for this, as Miner indicated, was that the marshal refused to stop
Green’s sale for the jail fees he incurred. So, he was sold to a slave dealer, who reneged on a
promise to keep Green in D.C. long enough for friends to pay for his freedom. Miner concluded
that “the man was sold, and sent off by the slave dealers into hopeless bondage, though probably
having as much right to freedom as we have.” 529 Once again through a heartbreaking personal
story, he proved his point about how destructive the laws in the District of Columbia were to
African Americans.
He then returned to the resolutions offered by Congressman John Randolph back in 1816.
He reminded his colleagues that Randolph offered the resolutions because an African American
woman had leapt out of a third story window “driven, by sorrow and despair at the idea of being
separated from all that she held dear.”530 The woman survived but was left “shockingly mangled,
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and lingered a long while in misery.” 531 Thus he alluded to the shared use of personal narratives
of African Americans entwined in the horrors of slavery that served as catalysts for reform.
In an effort to provoke a reaction he incriminated Maryland’s Congressman John C.
Weems in the domestic slave trade. According to Miner, an African American man owned by
Weems had purchased his wife and children’s freedom. However, when the man had to leave
home, for what was likely employment purposes, he returned to find his wife and children
missing. He quickly determined that slave dealers had taken them. The man then turned to
Weems for help in finding them, only to find that the slave dealer “had removed them beyond
reach.”532 Thus he underscored his earlier assertion that not only was law enforcement directly
involved in the domestic slave trade, but so was a sitting Congressman.
Having spoken for quite some time, Miner concluded by casting shame upon his fellow
Congressmen and the nation. He asserted that the United States “are acknowledgedly the
principal republic on the globe. Justice and equal rights are professedly at the foundation of our
government” and if nothing was done to rectify the issues he laid out, “the great cause of
freedom will be lost forever.”533 Moving from this assertion, he focused on the District of
Columbia, avowing that “this District ought to be the best governed in the universe. It is
absolutely governed the worst.”534 Having demonstrated how horrendous the domestic slave
trade and slavery was within the capital, he reassured his fellow congressmen that he was
looking for gradual solutions to the issues he outlined because he was “no friend to sudden
revolutions.”535 At this point, he concluded his defense of his preamble.
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Weems Replies
The moment Miner took his seat Weems popped up to reply to all that had been said. He
assured everyone that he had not changed his mind on the preamble, despite Miner’s defense. He
rebuked Miner, and antislavery advocates in general, who he held should not be “meddling with
matters truly ‘other men’s’.”536 He then labeled all of Miner’s evidence “hearsay testimony” that
would never stand up “in a court of law or justice.” 537 Beyond that, he sneered at Miner’s
“mistaken zeal” which “places him in the unfortunate dilemma of a judge pronouncing sentence
without the authority of any law, human or divine.”538 He had come out of the gate swinging,
with deep disdain for Miner’s preamble and defense.
Weems defended his honor against Miner’s assertions that he had been involved with the
sale of the African American man’s wife and children. He stressed that the man referenced by
Miner was “the son of a faithful old slave of mine.” 539 He explained that the man’s wife and kids
were sold because their previous owner had owed a debt and used them “as collateral
security.”540 He proclaimed that his only involvement in the situation was through writing a letter
of reference for the man to find out what had happened to his family. He then assured his fellow
congressmen that the man eventually heard from his wife, who was “in Georgia, with her
children, as the property of a good and humane master, as happily situated as she had ever been,
save the separation from her husband.” 541 Not seeing any issue with that statement, he turned
back to Miner and impugned him for creating a controversy that placed “a little mean
insinuation, as it regards myself, as having, in some way, participated in the supposed crime.” 542
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Feeling vindicated, he moved on to other parts of Miner’s defense. Weems derided
Miner’s references to advertisements of slave sales, saying that he and his antislavery cohorts
had made them into “an idol, the worshipping of which will not, cannot, take them to heaven.” 543
In order to show how a typical slave sale really transpired, he described a sale he was involved
in. He explained how when his brother needed money, but was unwilling to let go of his slaves,
he stepped in, as a savior. He compelled the sale of twenty of his brothers’ slaves, but only if
“they were willing to go.”544 He then proclaimed that the slaves “begged their master [his
brother], unwilling as they were to part from him, to let them go altogether to the gentlemen [the
purchaser]” and stressed that they “went off most cheerfully and happily.” 545 In the end, he
contended that it was not the slaves who were affected by the sale, but instead his brother, the
slaveowner, who was so torn up that he never recovered and died a few months later. 546
At this point Weems moved into the main thrust of his argument: that slavery was a
positive good. He rebuked slaveowners who had second thoughts about the peculiar institution,
labeled them hypocrites, and declared “I was soon to die, then to be such a one.” 547 He further
ridiculed his fellow southerners, possibly speaking of the late John Randolph, who had been
duped by antislavery advocates into joining their crusade. He would not allow “the baneful
influence of such an unnatural union … [to] take place again in my generation, without at least
having met my protest.”548 Thus, he professed his opposition to the resolutions and asserted that
if Congress passed them, it “would be an open violation, not only of the Constitution, but of the
very purposes for which man seems to have been created.” 549 Essentially, he was asserting that
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the Constitution did not sanction the abolition of slavery or the slave trade in the capital. He also
reminded his colleagues that he had been moderate on slavery and a supporter of colonization
like Miner.
In an attempt to show the hypocrisy of antislavery advocates, Weems discussed his work
on behalf of colonization. He reminded his colleagues that he had introduced a measure to
provide funding for a colonization project in the previous Congress. However, he alleged that
antislavery northerners had voted against his measure. He dubiously characterized the response
of these northerners as: “why call on the public Treasury to help you to get rid of this evil? It is
an evil among yourselves; we have nothing to do with it; you must get rid of it at your own cost;
we will not give a cent.”550 Through this doubtful response, he declared that Northerners were
clearly less compassionate then they asserted since they failed at “a fair opportunity” to show
their benevolence.551 Turning to Miner, he goaded him into responding to these allegations or
else “he [Miner] will be induced, and his mistaken friends with him, forever here after to mind
his and their own business, and not again meddle with what should not be found concerning
them.”552
Turning away from Miner, Weems then moved back to his assertion that slavery was a
positive good. He walked to the desk of the Speaker of the House of Representative and picked
up the Bible that sat there. He then explicated on the history and the justification of slavery based
upon passages in the Bible. He began his history of slavery with the 9 th chapter of Genesis’ story
of Ham seeing Noah naked and the cursing of Ham’s grandson Canaan for the deed. He thus
established that the curse was “a sentence of slavery, prophetically coming through Noah, from
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the almighty.”553 From there he flipped to the 17th chapter of Genesis to describe how “Abraham
(the friend of God) was authorized to buy his fellow men with his money” and thus “Abraham
was a slave trader … and practiced a cruelty unbecoming a republican or a Christian; and yet,
strange to read, that God should authorize all this.”554 He continued to go through the Bible and
point out example after example from the enslavement of women like Hagar, the justification of
Hebrew enslavement in Leviticus and finally insisted that Moses was “a slave trader” who
pushed his followers to “buy and hold their fellow men in bondage.” 555 Thus, he defended
slavery by asserting that if the Bible and the Christian God had sanctified it, then slavery was
clearly absolved of its supposed evil. With that having been said, he laid the Bible back upon the
desk of the Speaker.
Weems next turned to Miner’s assertion about the D.C. jails and found no issue in how
they were being used for the domestic slave trade. He surmised that slave dealers had to have
“some depot, where … they are obliged to have them [slaves] well secured, otherwise they
would certainly lose them.”556 He then professed that he “would rather allow the business to be
managed securely, as they manage it, than to have such worse than wild beasts of the forest let
loose amongst us.”557 Thus, where Miner saw glaring atrocities, Weems saw justified actions. He
also briefly cited a bill already passed through the Committee on the District of Columbia that
would eliminate the jail fees issue, alluding to Aaron Ward’s original resolution from 1826,
which was still being tossed around. 558
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After having defended the domestic slave trade and slavery from Miner’s assertions, he
threw a few more verbal jabs at his opponent. He began by making a comparison to the genocide
of indigenous people when he insisted that Miner’s support of colonization, something he also
supported, meant that he only wanted abolition as long as he can “drive them [African
Americans] out as we do the poor Indians.” 559 This was a hypocritical attack as Weems had
readily admitted that he too supported colonization efforts. He then referenced a bill from
Pennsylvania Congressman William Ramsey that urged the creation of a colony in the Oregon
Territory for African Americans and reasoned that antislavery advocates will continue pushing
free African Americans further away “until at last they shall be driven into the Pacific Ocean.” 560
To explicate more on the point of antislavery advocates and their false benevolence toward
African Americans, he argued that they believed that “blacks [are] a degraded race (as they are
most assuredly)” and noted that even Ohio, a state where slavery never existed due to the
Northwest Ordinance of 1787, had prohibited the migration of free African Americans into the
state.561 As he sneered, Miner’s resolutions made it so “that negroes and mulattoes are not
considered or treated as citizens – hardly as men, by those I might almost venture to call
pretenders to philanthropy, humanity or Christianity.”562 This attack on Miner was meant to
bruise his honor, but it also foreshadowed the concerns that would be raised later between the
advocates of abolition and colonization. With his last jabs at Miner, Weems took his seat just
before the expiration of the allotted hour for debate.
Nothing Gets Done: Thursday, January 8, 1829
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On Thursday, Congressman Richard Henry Wilde of Georgia ended the debate and
moved for Charles Wickliffe’s nearly forgotten motion to eliminate the preamble to be
reconsidered. Congressman Ichabod Bartlett of New Hampshire rose to call on Miner to “consent
to withdraw the preamble,” which Miner refused to do.563 Then, before Wickliffe’s question
could be contemplated, Weems asked for it to be withdrawn. He did this in a misguided hope
that Miner would reply to his diatribe from the day before and possibly say something that could
tank his effort, but Miner refused to take the bait. With a standstill occurring, Congressman Mark
Alexander of Virginia “moved to lay the preamble and resolutions upon the table” for
consideration.564 Congressman David Woodcock of New York then called for a roll call vote.
The vote stood at sixty-six in favor and one hundred and seven against. Thus, the House refused
to consider the resolutions with the preamble attached. At this point the Congressmen had wasted
all the time allotted to them, again, and despite a motion from Wickliffe to extend the hour, the
debate would be picked up the following day.565
The Resolution Passes: Friday, January 9, 1829
On Friday, Miner’s resolutions were back on the docket for consideration. Congressman
John C. Wright of Ohio stood up and called for amending the preamble from “a direct assertion
of fact, to a statement of allegations merely.”566 Likely seeing no alternative, Miner accepted
Wright’s alteration. Wilde then asked that they return to considering Wickliffe’s original
question to remove the preamble. Wickliffe, however, requested a change to his original
question. He wanted to split the voting process with one vote on keeping or removing the
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preamble, a second vote on the first resolution and a final vote on the second resolution. 567 The
House quickly approved of this suggestion. The first vote on keeping the resolutions with the
preamble attached resulted in thirty-seven votes in favor and one hundred and forty-one votes to
remove it, “so the preamble was rejected.”568 The vote on the first resolution, to look into the
slave trade in the district, was approved with one hundred and twenty votes to fifty-nine and the
second resolution, to look into the “expediency” of gradually abolishing slavery in the District,
was approved by a vote of one hundred and fourteen to sixty-six. 569 Despite all of the debate and
anger the resolutions had caused, there was much support for what Miner had offered as long as
the incendiary preamble was done away with. After four long and arduous days of debate the
resolutions had passed, and the movement to abolish slavery and the slave trade in the capital
had won an important victory. With that the resolutions were sent to the Committee on the
District of Columbia for consideration.
The Reactions to the Debate
After an incredibly eventful week, Charles Miner wrote home to his wife, Letitia, to
inform her that “my resolutions have occupied the chief part of the day. The resolutions were
both adopted by large majorities; the preamble, as I expected, rejected. I am so far as I can be,
away from you, the happiest dog in Christendom.”570 He also wrote to another family member to
apprise them that his efforts were all-consuming to the point that “I have been so busy the ten
days past, I have neglected everything but my slave resolutions.” 571 In the following days, he
received much praise for his efforts. The former President of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society,
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William Rawle, wrote a line of congratulations: “permit me to express the great pleasure I feel at
your efforts in respect to the disgraceful continuance of slavery in the District of Columbia.” 572
Years after the events of that day, according to Miner’s daughter, Daniel Webster of
Massachusetts patted Miner on the back and commended him for his efforts: “Mr. Miner, you
have lighted a torch that will set fire to the whole country.” 573 It seems doubtful that this
occurred, but it shows the impact that Miner’s resolution had on him and the memory of his
family. Despite all this praise, there was a lot of concern that his safety was compromised by his
actions, although no violence against him ever occurred. 574
As praise came in, the nation’s newspapers became enthralled with the debate. The nation
was caught up in the events of this single week in January of 1829. Many newspapers, from New
England to the South, covered the debate either by publishing the entire entry in the Register of
Debates or a small excerpt that explained what had happened. The Washington, D.C.-based
Daily National Journal’s coverage on January 7th included the roll call names of those who voted
to consider Miner’s resolution.575 The Providence Rhode-Island American discussed the events
of the week on January 16th and highlighted that eleven southerners “had the magnanimity to
vote for this resolution.”576 The newspaper took the time to name all eleven for praise, including
Congressman Culpepper, while decrying all those who voted against Miner’s resolutions who
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“were from slaveholding states.”577 The immediate reaction from the papers was to make the
debate available to the public, which seemed to have a hunger for discussions of slavery, with
little to no comment on what had occurred.
A few weeks after the events, some newspapers began to express opinions on what had
taken place. The Connecticut Mirror, based in Hartford, wrote on January 24th that a “very large
majority of the members” supported Miner’s resolutions. 578 The paper mentioned that his
preamble had been eliminated “because it contained assertions as facts.” 579 The editors then
stipulated that “we are glad that this important subject has at length attracted the attention of
Congress, and we hope it will not be allowed to rest, until the stigma of slavery is removed from
the District.”580 However, just as Miner had done during his defense, the paper cautioned that
“deep as the stain of slavery, and indelible as its disgrace, we can never be induced to advocate
its abolition, unless the rights of their holders, as well as of the slaves themselves, be consulted
and preserved.”581 The paper reneged a little by saying that “few inconvenience[s] would occur
from a change in the laws,” which slaveholders and slave dealers would have certainly disagreed
with.582 The paper concluded its editorial with praise for Miner’s actions and declared that he
“deserves well of his country for bringing forward the subject.” 583
The Connecticut Mirror was not the only paper in the state to give its opinion of the
events that had occurred. Nearly a month after the original resolutions were presented, the
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Norwich Courier stipulated that “it well becomes our representatives to bestir themselves in
correcting the evil.”584 The paper seemed to have an antislavery bent as it affirmed that “slavery
is at best bad enough, and with all our palliations and excuses, a foul approach upon our country,
professing as it does, to regard all men as free and equal.” 585 The paper further stated that “we
owe it to humanity and to our own character, strictly to enquire into the evils, and speedily to
correct them.”586
Following these events, a set of newspapers got involved in a misguided attack on two
congressmen from New England. The Portland, Maine Eastern Argus took time to cast shame
upon Congressmen Jonathan Harvey of New Hampshire and James Ripley of Maine for voting
against consideration of the bill. The editors went farther to contend that no “citizen of New
Hampshire could have listened to them [Miner & Weems] without feeling his blood chilled with
horror.”587 The Concord, New Hampshire based New Hampshire Patriot and State Gazette also
rebuked Harvey.588 But, after following the lead of the other papers, the Rhode-Island American
placed a correction once it verified that Harvey and Ripley had voted against the preamble, not
the resolutions. The editors seemed greatly relieved by this and celebrated that this meant no
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representatives from New England had voted against Miner’s resolutions. 589 This illuminates that
some New Englanders expected that their congressmen would support efforts to reform if not
wholly remove slavery from the District of Columbia.
Those most closely affected by what was happening in the debate were African
Americans. The only African American newspaper at the time was the Freedom’s Journal,
published weekly in New York City and edited by two African American men: John B.
Russwurm and Samuel Cornish.590 The editors brought their opinion into the debate on January
16th. The newspaper mentioned that Miner’s resolution had gone to committee, which they
believed “looks well for the measure.” 591 They then regretfully acknowledged that “the preamble
was stricken out, but it has had its effect,” which was Miner’s strategy. 592 The paper revealed
that the New York City Manumission Society had worked on behalf of Miner’s effort and was
putting together another petition to abolish slavery and the slave trade in the capital. The paper
concluded its brief examination with the assertion that “Mr. Miner is entitled to enduring and
honourable fame, for the firmness and ardour with which he had persevered in urging his motion,
and we have good hopes that he will reap his reward in eventual success.” 593
The Freedom’s Journal continued to cover the results of Miner’s resolution when it
reprinted the findings of the Committee on the District of Columbia, which had been instructed
to investigate Miner’s resolutions. The Committee was controlled by southern politicians with
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four members from the neighboring slave states of Virginia and Maryland, two members from
each.594 One of the members of the committee was none other than John C. Weems and the other
three members were from northern states but not associated with antislavery politics. 595 The
report of the committee was presented to Congress, on January 29 th, by Chairman Mark
Alexander of Virginia.596 The committee agreed with Miner that it was the job of Congress to
“alleviate evils really existing,” but that is about as far as their concurrence went. 597 They then
took a proslavery stance by stipulating that “they hope not to be unmindful of rights properly
belonging to them [slaveholders], as well as to the rest of the Union.” 598 The committee rebuked
the actions of antislavery advocates like Miner who they feared were going to “be productive of
serious mischief, if not danger, to the peace and harmony of the Union.” 599 The committee
further argued that “by keeping this subject constantly alive before the public, false hopes of
liberty are held out to the slave, exciting him to insubordination, and creating a restlessness for
emancipation, rendered incompatible with the existing state of the country.” 600 Thus, the
committee was in complete disagreement with Miner, which was further exemplified by how
they referred to the District of Columbia as a slave trade way station “to a more genial and
bountiful clime,” claiming that it was good that slaves were traded further south. 601
Expanding upon its opinion on the slave trade, as though Weems had written the report
himself, the committee declared that “although violence may sometimes be done to their feelings
in the separation of families … their condition is more frequently bettered, and their minds
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happier by the exchange.”602 This shows that Weems likely always believed that he could kill the
resolutions in committee. Furthermore, the committee defended how slaves were treated in the
Capital and assured that “laws afford every facility of manumission” and “an extraordinary
diligence is observed in the protection of their rights.”603 As for the issues with the D.C. jails, the
committee left it to the courts to handle. They then rebuked Miner’s reasoning by contending that
abolishing slavery in the District of Columbia must have the “consent of the people,” which
Miner did have in the form of the original petition, “without doing violence to the
Constitution.”604 The committee’s report concluded with an exaggerated and apocalyptic
warning that abolition would turn D.C. into a “refuge for runaways, negroes, and manumitted
slaves (the most vicious and degraded population that can exist in any community).” 605 After the
report was read, Committee Chairman Alexander, as Mary Tremain recounted, “presented a bill
which was read twice and ‘committed’ but there we lose trace of it.” 606 After all the debate, the
newspaper coverage, and the hopes for abolition of slavery and the slave trade in the district
nothing changed.
The Future of the Movement
The American Convention met again for its 21 st session just after Miner’s resolutions had
failed. The meeting began with members lamenting the failure of his effort but they remained
steadfast in their belief that, “although the object has not yet been attained, the public mind has
been enlightened.”607 They had achieved part of their goal which was bringing this issue to the
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American public and having an open debate in Congress. This gave them hope for the future of
the burgeoning movement. The convention then advocated for drafting more petitions to end
slavery in the District of Columbia while recognizing that “small progress has been made
towards abolishing slavery at the seat of our National Government.” 608 They further called for
more information to be disseminated to the different antislavery societies across the nation and
reiterated their belief that anything that happens in the capital “becomes the common concern of
the whole confederacy.”609 Furthermore, the convention argued, “it would seem that the whole
nation becomes implicated in its [slavery’s] support, so long as it remains sanctioned by law in
that district…”610 The convention then turned its ire back on the domestic slave trade in the
capital, stipulating that “many of the African race, purchased from a distant market, are
concentrated here, where the sounds of the clanking fetters mingle with the voice of American
Statesmen, legislating for a free people.”611 Reiterating Randolph’s remarks from over a decade
before, the convention referred to D.C. as a “depot of slaves.” 612 This meeting simultaneously
showed that the movement to abolish slavery in the capital was still invigorated even though they
had faced another crushing defeat.
The future of the movement was also in question when Charles Miner retired from
Congress at the end of the 1829 session in March. His retirement was not due to a lack of faith in
the nascent antislavery movement, but instead was brought about by the loss of his hearing. 613
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Despite his retirement from politics, he remained an advocate for the abolition of slavery, writing
to newspapers, until the 1850s.614 He survived to see the abolition of slavery in the nation before
his death on October 26, 1865.615
Benjamin Lundy continued his own efforts toward abolition following the events of
1829. A year after Miner’s resolutions, the African American antislavery advocate David Walker
published his An Appeal to the Coloured Citizens of the World, which described the issues facing
African Americans “in this Republican Land of Liberty!!!!!” and decried colonization. 616 Lundy,
a longtime supporter of colonization efforts, called Walker’s Appeal a “bold, daring,
inflammatory pamphlet” and the “wildest strain of reckless fanaticism” showing that he would
remain too conservative for the flourishing antislavery movement. 617 In 1831 he moved The
Genius of Universal Emancipation to the nation’s capital in another effort to gain more
influence. The paper continued to be published until 1836, although it moved around. Lundy
died a few years later in 1839.618 By the time he died, the new cadre of antislavery advocates,
now being referred to as abolitionists, including his protégé William Lloyd Garrison, saw him as
a ghost of “the older, more cautious anti-slavery position.” 619
Garrison had become the co-editor of The Genius of Universal Emancipation in August
of 1829.620 Just prior to that, he gave his first antislavery speech at the July 4, 1829, celebration
in Boston.621 After working with Lundy, Garrison left his benefactor, turned against colonization,
moved to Boston and founded his own antislavery paper The Liberator in 1831. Before that,
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though, he had asserted in The Genius of Universal Emancipation that he rejected the concept of
gradual abolition.622 To counteract the downfall of the American Convention, which held its last
meeting in 1832 and dissolved in 1837, Garrison first founded the New England Anti-Slavery
Society in 1832 and then co-founded, with businessman Arthur Tappan, the national American
Anti-Slavery Society in 1833.623
As Garrison turned his back on colonization, in 1829, John Russwurm, editor of
Freedom’s Journal, came out in favor of it. He essentially argued that African Americans would
never be treated as equals because of the intrinsic racism that pervaded the nation. 624 However,
his decision to support colonization “destroyed his influence” with many in the African
American community.625 This led to the downfall of Freedom’s Journal. In September of 1827,
Samuel Cornish had resigned as an editor on the paper and with this Russwurm ceased
publication to move to Liberia.626 Once there he edited the Liberia Herald for five years, became
a school superintendent, and remained active in Liberia until his death in 1851. 627
Following the events of January 1829, a number of southern states flipped back and forth
on the slave trade, due to all of the criticism from antislavery advocates. In 1829, Georgia
partially reinstated the domestic slave trade, allowing for the importation of slaves into the
state.628 Alabama, on the other hand, banned the importation of slaves into the state that same
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year, but then reimplemented it in 1832 after Nat Turner’s Rebellion in Virginia. 629 The area
around the nation’s capital faced numerous challenges at the turn of the 1830s, including a
thwarted slave insurrection in neighboring Georgetown. 630 Then following Nat Turner’s
Rebellion in 1831, the District of Columbia’s antislavery society stopped meeting as southerners
began to complain about antislavery literature, which they blamed for motivating Turner’s
bloody rebellion.631 The Rebellion also embroiled the state of Virginia in its final debate over
abolition of slavery.632
The year 1829 began with an antislavery minister speaking at the Vermont Colonization
Society and declaring slavery an evil. Days later with the push of antislavery advocates like
Benjamin Lundy, Congressman Charles Miner offered resolutions to end the slave trade and
slavery in the United States capital. Over the course of four days he outlined his reasoning for
abolishing the peculiar institution and faced a wholehearted defense of the institution from the
slaveholding Congressman John C. Weems of Maryland. Although the results of the debate,
squashed by a hostile Committee on the District of Columbia, were disappointing at the time, the
burgeoning movement was heartened by how the issue was covered by the press. The tactics of
the antislavery advocates up until this moment in 1829 had not gained the traction necessary.
Although Miner’s effort was unsuccessful in bringing about the destruction of slavery and the
domestic slave trade in the District of Columbia, it showed the successful implementation of the
two tools, petitioning and finding an antislavery congressional ally, that were used to push the
growing antislavery movement’s goal.
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Conclusion
By 1829, antislavery advocates had turned their cause into an abolitionist movement
focused on two major objectives: the destruction of the domestic slave trade and the gradual
abolition of slavery in the nation’s capital. However, those ultimate goals did not come to
fruition in 1829. The petitions and the support from antislavery allies in Congress were not
enough to overcome proslavery forces that had begun to line up against the antislavery
movement. Yet, in an important way, the actions taken between 1816 and 1829 gave hope to
antislavery advocates, in part due to the coverage of the press both within antislavery circles and
outside of them. Thus, the early movement was a qualified success as it helped to turn the
crusade of individuals and local antislavery societies into a national movement targeting the
nation’s capital.
This effort started in 1816, with slaveholding Congressman John Randolph calling for the
end of the domestic slave trade in the capital. Randolph was a defender of the institution of
slavery but saw that slavery was in danger as long as slave traders continued their practice
publicly. For him, the trade, particularly the cruel violence of forced separations of families, was
an embarrassment that needed reform. His belief that the federal government could eliminate the
domestic slave trade in the capital revealed a dent in the armor of the peculiar institution that
antislavery advocates exploited. Randolph reinforced the conception that the federal government
had the power to extinguish parts of slavery, as seen earlier by the Northwest Ordinance of 1787.
Randolph argued that the federal government had a limited constitutional power to eliminate the
slave trade, but other slaveholders, who likely stopped his effort, saw it as opening the door to an
undesirable outcome.
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Slowly, through meetings of the American Convention for Promoting the Abolition of
Slavery and Improving the Condition of the African Race, antislavery advocates hit upon the
tactic of drawing up petitions. They used these petitions to call on the federal government to
bring slavery and the domestic slave trade in the capital to an end. Initially, these efforts did not
make it to Congress, but then in 1822 the Manumission Society of Tennessee, an organization
within a slave state, sent a petition calling for the destruction of slavery in the nation’s capital.
This effort failed to gain any traction when it was sent to committee for consideration. However,
two years later, the Pennsylvania Abolition Society, an organization housed in the first state to
bring about the gradual abolition of slavery in the nation, sent petitions to Congress, where they
were read days apart in the House of Representatives and the Senate. The effort in the House
faced the same fate as the Tennessee petition, while a Southern senator obstructed the petition in
the Senate. These efforts failed to gain necessary traction but did get some press coverage and,
more important, forced proslavery advocates to block the petitions from consideration.
Then in 1827, residents in Maryland sent another antislavery petition to the House. This
time they called for the petition to be printed in the official record, which sparked outrage from
proslavery forces. Congressmen George McDuffie and Clement Dorsey led the charge against
the vacillating antislavery ally Congressman John Barney. Barney failed to advocate strongly
enough for the petition’s printing, allowing McDuffie and Dorsey to silence the petition. For
McDuffie, the issue was that the petition came from Maryland residents, not residents of the
capital, and should not be considered. For Dorsey and others, it was the fear of actually printing
an antislavery petition that drove him to stamp out this effort. This showed that proslavery
advocates were unwilling to have antislavery petitions made public and would work towards
obstructing petitions, despite the undoubted right of Americans to petition their leaders. In the
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process, antislavery advocates learned a valuable lesson. First, that their petitions were working
since they received press coverage and had provoked a strong reaction from proslavery forces.
Second, that they needed a sturdier antislavery ally in Congress to push their effort over the
mounting opposition.
In 1826, the free African American New Yorker Gilbert Horton wound up in a D.C. jail,
about to be sold into slavery for incurring jail fees. His case became a test for not only the
citizenship rights of free African Americans, but also the abolition of the domestic slave trade
and slavery in the capital. Antislavery advocates led by William Jay, the son of the antislavery
founding father John Jay, freed Horton from his impending enslavement. Jay and others then
called on the federal government to first eliminate the jail fees, then recognize that citizens of
one state, which for New York included Horton, deserved equal protections if they traveled
elsewhere in the nation and finally they demanded that slavery cease in the capital Congressman
Aaron Ward of New York advocated on behalf of their petition, but he was unwilling to call for
the destruction of slavery in the capital. At first, it seemed like the debate would never touch on
the subject until Pennsylvania Congressman Charles Miner offered an amendment to the original
resolutions that called for an end to the domestic slave trade and gradual abolition of slavery in
the capital. His effort, though, faced bitter rebuke from numerous proslavery southern
congressmen, which resulted in him losing his nerve and rescinding the amendment. However,
later in the debate he spoke on the domestic slave trade, using stories he heard from African
Americans caught up within it. The resulting resolution survived to make it to committee, but the
committee was stacked with proslavery southerners who ignored the plight of African
Americans. This effort, however, showed that the tactics that antislavery advocates were using
had the potential for greater success as long as they continued to coordinate their efforts.
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In 1829, antislavery advocates drew up a petition from Washington, D.C. residents in an
effort to appease Congressman George McDuffie’s 1827 demand that only D.C. residents could
ask for an end to slavery and the domestic slave trade in the capital. This petition had the most
signatures yet gathered and was the brainchild of antislavery advocate Benjamin Lundy. He had
developed many of the tactics used in the antislavery project through his newspaper The Genius
of Universal Emancipation. This time, at the urging of Lundy and others, Miner took up the
petition in Congress and offered resolutions that specifically advanced antislavery goals. In this
debate, he made a passionate plea in his preamble to bring about the end of the domestic slave
trade and slavery in the capital. He expounded upon everything he saw wrong with the institution
using statistics and stories he had been told by the enslaved. His resolutions did not cause much
of a stir, but his preamble drew out the proslavery forces led by John C. Weems of Maryland,
who passionately defended the peculiar institution. Weems used the Bible to develop the early
signs of a positive good argument for slavery. Despite the vigorous opposition to his preamble,
Miner’s resolutions made it to consideration by the Committee on the District of Columbia, but
likely due to the influence of a majority of southerners, including Weems, the committee tossed
aside his resolutions. Although this effort was a failure and did not accomplish the goal of ending
the domestic slave trade or gradually ending slavery in the capital, it did help to bolster an
antislavery movement predicated on petitioning Congress with the support of antislavery allies
within it.
As the 1830s dawned, the antislavery movement became an abolitionist movement and
was more invigorated than ever before. Antislavery allies in Congress grew more numerous just
as Charles Miner left the scene. More antislavery advocates, now becoming known as
abolitionists, came to the forefront of the movement, including the young newspaper editor
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William Lloyd Garrison. These new leaders stood on the shoulders of those who came before.
By the early 1830s, Garrison took the lead in the antislavery movement by launching his
newspaper The Liberator, but he moved far beyond the cautious and gradualist antislavery
advocates of the 1820s. He created his own movement that insisted on immediate abolition of
slavery not just in the nation’s capital, but throughout the entire country. He picked up the tactic
of petitioning Congress from his forebears and more forcefully challenged the slaveholding
south.
The petition campaign continued to be the most powerful tool in the antislavery arsenal
as exemplified by the events in Congress during the 1830s. Southern slaveholders and
abolitionists came to a collision in the middle of the 1830s over the sheer number of petitions
being sent to Congress. In his seventh annual address, slaveholding President Andrew Jackson
decried the petitions that swamped Congress with demands to end slavery. 633 After a slew of
petitions were offered in the winter of 1835, the aristocratic slaveholding Congressman James
Henry Hammond of South Carolina stood before the House and called for an end to this deluge
of petitions. He wholeheartedly believed Congress had no power to end slavery in the District of
Columbia and wanted Congress to stop accepting abolitionist petitions.634 As historian William
Freehling has succinctly put it: “instead of considering and tabling abolitionist appeals, the
Carolina reactionary [Hammond] would gag the libertarian subject before it even entered
democracy’s doors.”635 After much wrangling, Congress did exactly that, instituting what has
been called the “gag rule,” which ended the acceptance and reading of petitions in regard to
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slavery for the next decade.636 Thus, the tool of petitioning had clearly worked and forced
proslavery southerners to more thoroughly defend slavery.
As for actually achieving their goals, antislavery forces would have to wait until the
Compromise of 1850. Senator Henry Clay of Kentucky, a slaveholder, offered two resolutions.
The first declared that slavery in the capital could not be abolished without consent from
Maryland, a peculiar twist from the earlier argument made by George McDuffie in 1827. The
second called for the abolition of the domestic slave trade in the capital. The domestic slave trade
was still seen as the most repulsive part of slavery. Clay, a longtime advocate of colonization and
a leader in the American Colonization Society, referred to it as an “abomination” that should
“terminate.”637 The domestic slave trade in Washington, D.C. eventually was abolished by a vote
of 124-60 in the House of Representatives and 33-19 in the Senate. 638 Slavery, however,
continued to survive in the nation’s capital until the Civil War. On April 3, 1862, the Senate
passed an abolition bill for the District of Columbia by a vote of 29-14 while the House of
Representatives debated it before passing, 92-38. Then on April 16, 1862, President Abraham
Lincoln signed the District of Columbia Emancipation Act. 639
None of this would have been possible without the outcry of John Randolph in 1816, the
vigorous petitioning campaign by antislavery advocates in the 1820s, and the work of antislavery
ally Charles Miner in 1826 and again in 1829. The antislavery project was one that started as a
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sentiment held by many Americans, but by 1829 that sentiment was evolving into a movement
that began to achieve success when it was able to coordinate condemnation of the domestic slave
trade and slavery in the District of Columbia, more than three decades after Randolph first spoke
on the subject. This coordination and the lessons learned during the 1820s from the failed
petitions helped to build a national movement and thus illustrates the importance of coordinated
efforts to achieve reform.
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